
Trisha’s amazing dance for Max’s birthday 
 

trisha_29: slides off max's lap....skips to the changing room 

Maxillary_Nerve: *moves from his seat to the front row too, sitting down next to 

dirty....this seat taken?  

dirtyrpgirl: nahh i guess it's all yours Max !!, smiles 

Maxillary_Nerve: grins good... settles in next to her  

trisha_29: Stepping out from behind the curtain...long legs encased in slick black thigh 

high boots laced up the back...6inch heels clicking against the tiles of the floor with each 

step..... 

sexykay39: tunnnnnnnnnnnne 

Maxillary_Nerve: *sees her come out... damn..  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm babyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy, 

woohoooooo 

sexykay39: mmmmmmm yummy sexy panties..................whistles 

dirtyrpgirl: squirms on my char as  hold scarlett by her waist as she sts on my lap 

D r a z: wo hoo ,.watches as trisha clicks over ,,,,,,,,,,,,,this is going to be hellova show 

trisha_29: panties and mid thigh length white mans dress shirt hanging open 

slightly...giving a peek of the black lace black corsset that is snug tight to the curves of 

my body...... 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh wow baby !!!!, so awesome and sexyyyyyyyy as hell !!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: wow trish....  

trisha_29: long loose curls flowing down my back and over my shoulders....big blue eyes 

sparking beneath long dark eye lashes....fixated on the pole as i step closer... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *shifts in my seat*  

dirtyrpgirl: wow 

D r a z:  girl  your perfect  

Maxillary_Nerve: suddenly very hard to find a comfortable position  

trisha_29: tongue tip slithering out to swirl over ruby red lips....feeling the music take 

over................. 

Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm  

dirtyrpgirl: hot damn , baby !!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: wow.  

trisha_29: slowly circling the pole...finger tips lightly sliding up and down along the cold 

steel in a swirling motion.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm that pole  

trisha_29: hips moving with the beat of the intense music beneath the thin fabric of the 

shirt.....stopping and slowly wrapping each finger one by one around the pole... 

dirtyrpgirl: god, she looks so hot in that mans shirt !! 

D r a z: oh wow  

trisha_29: giving it a slow stroke with the roll of my wrist...a grin creeping across my 

face....... 

Maxillary_Nerve: ffs she does dirty  

cindynix1: hey draz? 



Maxillary_Nerve: mmm i love that grin  

trisha_29: one hand rising as my head tilts back....soft pads of my fingers caressing along 

the side of my face..down the side of my neck...... 

trisha_29: tracing down the open edge of the shirt..grasping it in my fingers and easing it 

open a bit more...showing off a bit more of the black panties and corsset beneath the 

shirt............ 

dirtyrpgirl: omg perfect tune for this dance !!!...............gessssssssssssh louise !!!, just 

shivers as i watch my baby 

Maxillary_Nerve: keeps his eyes fixed.... seeing that corset peek....  

Maxillary_Nerve: good god  

Maxillary_Nerve: grips the seat  

D r a z: smilles watching ,,,,,,,,,, as the music takes over trish 

trisha_29: rolling my head back and leaning into the pole...feeling the cold of the steel 

penetrate the material of the corsett as it settles between my breasts... 

Maxillary_Nerve: mm perfect fit  

trisha_29: pushing up on my tip toes and sliding my hand higher as it grasps tight to the 

pole....pulling my hips in tight...warm soft thighs straddling each side of the pole.............. 

dirtyrpgirl: hiya sasha !!! trish is dancin! have a seat quick !!, woohooo 

trisha_29: my hand sliding down and holding the pole tight at mid tummy...leaning way 

back...the arch in my back curving perfectly... 

dirtyrpgirl: omggggg , look at them long legs, and them sexy boots !!! 

Sasha_J79: *trips and falls trying to get to a seat* 

Maxillary_Nerve: god damn....  

Maxillary_Nerve: look at those lines  

trisha_29: one leg stretching straight out and slowly curling around the pole......the 

fullness of my hips rolling forward...eyes closed as the thin fabric of my panties rubs 

against the pole............ 

cavsfandan25: wow trisha.....woooo 

sexykay39: mmmmmmmmmmm sexy panties.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

trisha_29: unwrapping the leg and spinning as my hands raise high....leaning back 

against the pole...head tossed back... 

Maxillary_Nerve: grinssss so wide...  

Sasha_J79: good LORD! 

trisha_29: fingers sliding back through the long dark locks...thighs spread slightly as the 

white shirt falls open completely............... 

Maxillary_Nerve: eyes pop as the shirt falls open...  

trisha_29: one foot pushed up on the toes of my foot...my knee moving back and forth as 

my hips slowly swirl with the music.... 

dirtyrpgirl: ohhh god yessssssssssssssssssss baby !!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: fucccck  

cavsfandan25: oh my trisha 

dirtyrpgirl: gonna be hard to work with a dot !!, just sayin 



trisha_29: dropping my arms back behind me and allowing the white mans shirt to fall 

from my shoulders and pool on the stage.... 

RobinBarnes87: hi everyone, hugssssssssssssssssssssssssss 

sexykay39: hi robin hugggggggggggs..smiles softly 

surfking_24: hey robin  

sexykay39: giggles sissy 

trisha_29: hands moving back up...slowly dragging my nails up the inside of my thighs as 

they slowly press wider.................. 

Maxillary_Nerve: wow...  

sexykay39: mmmm yessss  

dirtyrpgirl: stands up and appluads my baby as the mens shirt falls off, 

wooooooooooooohooooooooooooooooooooooooo 

cindynix1: draz can i work tonight? 

Maxillary_Nerve: cranes his neck to see  

trisha_29: turning to face the pole once again...grasping it with one hand...my entire 

body rolling with the slow deliberate beat of the song.... 

surfking_24: good to see ya..long time like a  year haha 

sexykay39: tunnnneee 

dirtyrpgirl: ffs cindy !! 

Sasha_J79: lmao dirty 

trisha_29: my free hand reaching back and sliding down over the perfect curve of my 

ass...fingers spread..clawing gently at the back of one thigh............. 

cindynix1: ok brb with blue font 

Alert: cindynix1 reddotted by: D r a z 

trisha_29: the slow wavering motion of my body working against the pole...moving all 

the way down the length of the pole till my ass brushes with the stage floor and dropping 

to my knees.... 

dirtyrpgirl: and gawd, what a perfect ass baby !!! 

trisha_29: leaning in and rubbing my cheek to the pole as my big blue eyes stare out at 

the crowd... 

Maxillary_Nerve: grinssss as her perfect curved ass dives down  

Maxillary_Nerve: fuck it is isnt it dirty?  

RobinBarnes87: watches trisha working that sexy body against the pole 

dirtyrpgirl: i love how she does that Max !! 

trisha_29: lifting and lowering my hips...rubbing the front of my black panties against the 

pole...the tip of my tongue darting out to swirl over my lips as i focus on my 

babygirl............ 

Maxillary_Nerve: god i do too  

Maxillary_Nerve: mmmm shes comin for ya  

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, grins, smiling up to my baby 

sexykay39: wooooooooohooooooo black panties..............hey that maybe a sign for 

me...........mmmmmmm 

trisha_29: winking and rasing my arms high above my head as i lean way back...my 

shoulders hitting the stage floor...still straddling against the pole on my knees....... 



bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy...  

joyful lia: lol..sis 

dirtyrpgirl: wow 

trisha_29: my hand moving down over the front of my body once again...breathing 

deeply  my fingers push between the now warm pole and my panties..... 

dirtyrpgirl: oh my goshhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh baby !!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: groans and shifts in my seat holy....  

cavsfandan25: wow...im speechless 

trisha_29: biting at my bottom lip and slowly raising up to my feet...leaning back against 

the pole...grinning and raising my fingers to my lips...flicking my tongue to them and 

pushing off the pole..... 

Sasha_J79: sweet baby jeebus *fans myself* 

dirtyrpgirl: my eyes unable to move, just a long gaze up at you, licking my lips and 

squirmming in the chair, simply amazed 

cavsfandan25: im simply speechless 

trisha_29: heels clicking loudly...hips swaying deliberately and with purpose.....my eyes 

now fixed on max.......... 

trisha_29: walking around behind him...hands holding to the back of his chair....hips 

rocking with the beat of the music....... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooo Max !! 

trisha_29: grins and lifts one long leg...sliding it over his shoulder...leaning back as my 

hips roll with the music... 

dirtyrpgirl: looking at that hot ass as she teases Max 

dirtyrpgirl: winking back, not that you could see past that leg !! 

D r a z: wow lucky Max  

trisha_29: sliding my fingers into his hair and easing his head back...the crotch of my 

panties rubbing against the back of his head.......... 

dirtyrpgirl: oooooooooohhhhhhhhhhh wow !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: heck !!, i can feel it from over here !! 

dirtyrpgirl: damn baby !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: omg, i soo wanna read that whisper she just sent him !!!...lol 

trisha_29: kicking my leg straight out and swinging it off his shoulder...letting go of his 

hair and pushing his head forward again......dropping my foot to the floor with a loud 

stomp........ 

dirtyrpgirl: my head moves as your body shifts, jumping at the loud stomp 

trisha_29: stepping around in front of max....looking down at him...my hips rocking back 

and forth...... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, hang on Max !!! 

trisha_29: reaching up and grasping the front ties of the corsette....almost giving them 

and tug before letting go and shaking my finger at him with a grin......... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoooo baby !!! 

trisha_29: leaning forward and grasping the back of his chair...sliding my legs to straddle 

his lap...leaning back as my hips roll forward to grind against him.... 

dirtyrpgirl: oh i love that move baby !!! 



dirtyrpgirl: damn that girl is so sexy !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: oh i know Max 

trisha_29: my arms sliding down from the back of his chair..slithering down over the 

front of my body...pressing my breasts together as my hips lift and lower with the beat of 

the music.... 

dirtyrpgirl: just smiles, watching , takin it all in !! 

trisha_29: reaching for his hands...slowly gliding them with mine to caress down over the 

curves of my body as my head rolls back and my back arches up...... 

dirtyrpgirl: damnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn baby !!!, wow 

cavsfandan25: wow....ive never experienced a friday night in here apparently 

trisha_29: leaning back up...moving my hands to run my fingers back through his 

hair...easing his head back once again... 

dirtyrpgirl: watching both your hands roam that sexy body 

trisha_29: lifting and lowering my hips as i do...leaning in and running my tongue up the 

center of his throat before pushing completely off his lap................. 

trisha_29: winking and walking off to the changing room......ending the dance 

bleedingheart26: wowww.. clappppsss 

dirtyrpgirl: jumping up and yelling and applauding my baby !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hot damn 

baby !! THAT was worth waiting for !!! 

D r a z: STANDS AND APPLAUDS M,M,M,M,M,M,M,M,M,M,M........BRAVO BRAVO  

D r a z:  WOW what a dance 

bleedingheart26: omg..!! trish..!! that was sooo hottttt!!!! 

dirtyrpgirl: damn that was amazing, as i knew it would be 

cavsfandan25: incredible! 

dirtyrpgirl: runs to the changing room , following my baby 

trisha_29: wanders back out and into max's lap....ty ty ty ty!!!! 

trisha_29: lmao babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

cavsfandan25: what a lucky man you are max 

dirtyrpgirl: spinning them black panties around my index finger...........................was 

she?...lmaooo 

trisha_29: giggles and hugs max 

trisha_29: omg babygirl...lmaoooooooo 

cavsfandan25: yes...wow max 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles and winks to my baby 

trisha_29: winks back at my babygirl 

D r a z: wow trisha ,.,.,.,.,.,.,. operfectly timed 

dirtyrpgirl: that was just so damn awesome baby !!!! 

trisha_29: smiles 

trisha_29: ty babygirl 

dirtyrpgirl: yw's baby 

D r a z: it was intense  

trisha_29: lol 

cavsfandan25: thanks for that trisha! 



sexykay39: thank you sexy panties.................if i wore panties i would be changing them 

right now......... 

trisha_29: lol welcome 

trisha_29: lmao kay 

sexykay39: pssssssssssst and we wont tell that those black panties were your sign for me 

lol............. 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo big sissyyyyyyyyy 

dirtyrpgirl: laughs 

trisha_29: lmaooooo kay 

D r a z: laffsssss 

cavsfandan25: well im off to hit the shower 

cavsfandan25: a cold cold one! 

cavsfandan25: have a good night all 

cavsfandan25: it wont be as fun as this room was 

sexykay39: trish would you like a drink? 

sexykay39: from the bar............lol 

trisha_29: i would love one kay...draz knows what i like....lol 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles 

sexykay39: Mr. Handsome will you please give sexy panties the drink of her 

choice...................smiles softly.........blows Hiim a soft sweet sexy kiss 

trisha_29: lmao max 

D r a z: Puts ice into a collins glass adding 1 1/2 oz of Cran-Raspberry Juice, 3 oz of 

Barefoot Red Muscato, and 2 Oz of Black Berry Juice. Garnishing it with a cherry and 

setting the Black and Red Sipper on an LAB Coaster for Trisha.*winks 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaooooo, Max 

trisha_29: mmmmmmmmm....thank you draz and kay! 

 

dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo yeah , prolly so david !!!, it was a fantastic dance though !!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: holy hell it was  

trisha_29: grins 

D r a z: That has to be the best dancethere has ever been in LAB ........that willnever be 

beaten  

sexykay39: well trish does have a way of stopping the room ....................damn that 

woman mmmmmmmmmmmmm 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Heart’s Solo dance 

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the person swaying, the attentive look whispering of her 

grace.  

irish_blue_eyes: enjoying my coffee and watching heart 

bleedingheart26: runs my hands to my sides..and up to my neck.. and brushes my hair with my 

fingers.. feeling the soft beat..  

jll101: mmmmmmmm 

irish_blue_eyes: nice 

Bee_passionately_blue: the movements sending shivers up my spine that make the hair 

along my neck stand on end.  

bleedingheart26: leans forward the bar.. and whispers to draz.. how about some diana or nora 

jones pls.. ? smiles sweetly at him. 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm..   

irish_blue_eyes: looks overand enjoying heart leaning over 

bleedingheart26: kisses draz's handsome cheeks and winks to the lil one his shoulder.. as i walk.. 

sway my hips some more.. hmmm..  

irish_blue_eyes: following those hips 

D r a z: smiles watching the sway of the hips ..........  and the feel of the tender kiss 

lingers 

bleedingheart26: slides my eyes open.. caressing my neck... and down my breast.. and to my 

tummy.... down to my thigh...  

Bee_passionately_blue: admires the sensual movements of her walk and the way she 

traces her figure in an erotic seduction  

bleedingheart26: turns around to look at the men.. barely showing them the sides of my breasts 

with my black plunging mini dress..  

irish_blue_eyes: mmmm so nice 

irish_blue_eyes: drinks it in deeply 

Bee_passionately_blue: The turn - causing a deep smile. I close my teeth into my lower 

lip want blazen in my eyes.  

bleedingheart26: pushes my chair slightly away from me.. hmmm.. intoxicated by the sensual 

melody... sways ever so slowly..  

Bee_passionately_blue: My eyes traveling up her legs into that plunging black mini dress 

- finding her thighs and ass outlined so mezmerizingly  

bleedingheart26: turns to the bar again.. tap my fingers there still swaying.. may I have some 

naughty drink please draz? smiles 

bleedingheart26: give me the besame.. winks 

bleedingheart26: the song and the drink as well.. hmmmmmm.. melts to the music.. 

D r a z: Pours a shot of kahlua in the bottom  of  stemmed glass. In the liquidiser adds 4 

strawberries, a measure ofrose syrup and halfa glass of milk. mixes until the milk is 

frothy.pours inthe stemmed glass carefully tolayer on top pf  the kahlua..... Garnishes by 

floating a double chocolate heart on top of  the froth along with a slither of walnut.. 

serves the Sweet Sensation on a LAB coaster to heart  *winks 

Bee_passionately_blue: Places out a fresh glass of icecubes for heart.  



bleedingheart26: bends slightly to fix my thigh high boots... ever so careful.. just enough to let the 

eyes of the boys linger on anywhere they want.. grins secretly. 

irish_blue_eyes: my eyes are lingering 

bleedingheart26: bends up.. and grips on the edge of the bar... my hips swaying sensually..  

D r a z: smiles catching a sight in the top  beforeshe stands up 

bleedingheart26: tilts my head backward... spread the legs a little wider as i lay back on the bar.. 

hmmm..  

irish_blue_eyes: mmmmm yes 

Bee_passionately_blue: my eyes admiring the scene you've created - making the bar a 

mattress and you the angelic erotic woman opening so heavenly.  

bleedingheart26: runs my left hand on my thigh.. and my hip.. slightly dragging the hem of the 

mini dress up.. giving the men a good view of my black lace underwear..  

irish_blue_eyes: yes bleeding.... 

ukjake39: oh my heart nice view 

Bee_passionately_blue: stares, admiring the hidden skin shadowed by the lace  

D r a z: smiles watching    heart as she seduces with   her slow touches  

bleedingheart26: hmmmm.. can't help myself from swaying.. getting more bolder as the music 

makes me more warmer.. hmmm..  

bleedingheart26: runs my right hand into my left arm.. caressing my own sensitive skin..  

ukjake39: moves my seat for a closer view of heart 

Bee_passionately_blue: eyes tranverse your figure as you continue to send messages 

through your sensitive skin.  

bleedingheart26: and ever so slowly run them into my shoulders.. then to my neck.. and down my 

breasts.. cupping them gently.. not minding the crowd around me.. 

Bee_passionately_blue: wow! is the slow word that shapes my lips.  

D r a z: winks at heart ........  

ukjake39: adjusts myself in my seat as i watch heart caress herself 

bleedingheart26: opens my eyes back.. and slides down the bar.. and slowly walks to the boys.. 

grinning 

D r a z: smiles watching heart come out of her self induced trance 

Bee_passionately_blue: the stalk of feminine sensuality causing my eyes to widen.  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. approaches jake first.. brushing my hand into his hair.. and cups his 

face..  

ukjake39: sits back enjoying heart's touch and thinking i might be showing that 

bleedingheart26: and with a soft kiss on his handsome face.. i turn to face irish's direction and 

brushes his hair as well.. and smile 

bleedingheart26: kisses Irish's cheek.. and to bee I walk.. and holds his bow tie.. fixing it and kiss 

his cheek as well..and smile..  

Bee_passionately_blue: the adjustment at my neck makes me swallow and the lingering 

feel of your lips makes me smile. Eyes admire you.  

bleedingheart26: and as the music still flows in my nerves.. i walk towards lia... smiling as I asked 

her if I can sit next to her.. blushes* 

joyful lia: smiles..of course you can 



Heart and Scarlett dances  

scarlett2angel: moves around in small circles as we move up and down the wooden stage 

letting my eyes hold yours while my right hand cups your right cheek and licks my 

bottom lip  

scarlett2angel: mmmm see heart this isnt so bad...... 

bleedingheart26: mesmerized with your scent and your touch... swaying our hips to the 

sweet music... pulling you more closer to me..  

scarlett2angel: slowly turns you runs my hands up your arms lifting them over your head 

and winks at the men as our hips sway to the beat and lets my hands slide down to each 

of your breasts cups them and whispers dance for them  

Ivan_Skavinsky: That's a very erotic wink, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: my hands sliding down to your hips smiles and lets you roll your hips with 

the beat of this song as my lips tease the nacp of your neck 

bleedingheart26: blushes as I feel the tingling sensation from your whisper...  

bleedingheart26: ohhh gezzusssss.. gasps as she was  hitting the weakest spots of my 

sensitive skin.. 

bleedingheart26: letting her hands wander.. guiding them with my own...  

scarlett2angel: wiggles behind heart as my hands slide around your tummy mmmmm 

thats it feel the music as my lips teases your right earlobe and lets my hips sway left and 

right as yours sways on there own 

bleedingheart26: swaying and barely dancing to the erotic tune.. 

bleedingheart26: tryng to catch my breath as she teases me more with her lips... our 

hands sliding down to my thighs.. 

scarlett2angel: pursssssssss in your ear thats it feel the music..rocks my head and lets 

my fingertips grip your hips as thet move with the beat  

bleedingheart26: sways our hips together.. pressing my back... into her.. and tilts my 

head to look at her and smiless.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You two certainly move well together. 

scarlett2angel: looks around the room slides my right hand up to hearts tummy tugs and 

snakes my left hand up to her left breast cups it purssss in her ear hows this.. as my bare 

breasts crush against your back as we dance facing the men  

D r a z: smiles  up at  the girls  

scarlett2angel: tilts my head and kisses her while she rocks her hips side to side so the 

men can see how sexy she is while i mirror her moves behind her 

bleedingheart26: my body shivers as she cups my breats... trying hard not to buckle my 

knees as we sensually dance to the song..  

bleedingheart26: ohh godd.. scarlett.. kissesss her softly back... 

scarlett2angel: your doing great heart....rocks my body behind yours and smiles at draz 

seeing hes the only one left 

D r a z: winks at scrarlett and heart 

scarlett2angel: spins you around grabs your ass with both hands and rocks into you 

making you giggle and grab my shoulders as we dance a bit faster 

bleedingheart26: giggles.. ohh gezzussss.. you're driving me insane,,! 



bleedingheart26: takes your both hands with mine... raising them into the air.. giggles 

D r a z: laffs at  heart 

scarlett2angel: squeezes tighter lifting you up some and kisses you as we dance closer 

letting draz get a good look  

scarlett2angel: smiles an lets you lead  

D r a z:  grins watching you two 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy.. ! 

scarlett2angel: see i knew you had it in you 

scarlett2angel: kisses your right cheek and swats your left cheek  

bleedingheart26: blushes and wraps my arms around you.. giving you warm embrace...  

scarlett2angel: takes your hand and leads you back down the stairs to the main floor and 

buys you a drink 

bleedingheart26: hmmm... smiless. and follows you to the bar.. holding hands together.. 

D r a z: wipes the bardown 

scarlett2angel: hello boss can i get a water and what ever heart wants 

bleedingheart26: props one  elbow into the bar and whispers.. please let this be my treat 

to you.. for dancing with me.. smiles 

D r a z: ours 1 ½ ounce Ice SKYY Citrus Vodka ,½ ounce Campari, ½ ounce Cinzano 

Bianco Vermouth, 1 ½ ounce freshly squeezed orange juice over ice into a shaker. 

Shakes hard  and strains in a chilled martini glass. Garnishes with a candy cane and rims 

the glass with crushed  colored sugar....... slides over the Pink Pussy  on a LAB coaster to    

heart *winks  

scarlett2angel: smiles and rubs shoulders with you..ok  

scarlett2angel: mmmm Pink Pussy what a name for a drink 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to Scarlett *winks 

bleedingheart26: thank you draz.. smiless...  

bleedingheart26: << wishes to taste another version of pink p****... chuckles 

D r a z: smiles at the two of  you 

scarlett2angel: thank you Draz smiles at heart cheers 

 

 

scarlett2angel: smiles an stands in the center of the dance floor  

scarlett2angel: holds my hand out to heart  

bleedingheart26: oh my... just in time to beack 

scarlett2angel: smiles at her come here plzz 

bleedingheart26: smiless and approaches scarlett.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Back again. 

scarlett2angel: slips my hand into hers pulls and slips my arm around yotur slender waist 

lets dance 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Just in time to watch the performance. 



scarlett2angel: can we show the room what you got me? 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm.. slides my arms around her.. and sways to the beat... 

scarlett2angel: smiles and smooths down my red dress so no one gets a free look 

jll101: hmmmmm 

bleedingheart26: sure... you can... scarlett... smiless 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You keep those floor tiles well polished, Draz. 

scarlett2angel: sways with you as my tummy moves with yours and lets my hair down  

D r a z: http://uk.ebid.net/for-sale/espiral-ladies-sexy-red-front-plunge-clubbing-

evening-mini-dress-uk-10-12-133413320.htm 

scarlett2angel: ty Draz  

scarlett2angel: steps back smiles and lets everyone see as i dance around heart running 

my fingertips across her back and butt then back around her waist as i pull her back to 

me 

Ivan_Skavinsky: That dress is so you, Scarlett. 

bleedingheart26: caressess her arms with my finers... as I sway us together.. 

scarlett2angel: rols my hips smiles and lets her lead as our hands and tummys touch 

while we move around the floor so slow its like we arent moving at all 

bleedingheart26: hhmmmm... feeling her warmth body close to mine..... jer sweet scent 

intoxicating my mind.. 

scarlett2angel: squeezes her hips with both my hands as our hips sway with the slow 

beat leans clsoer so my lips can brush against your soft neck  

bleedingheart26: gasps as I feel her soft lips on my neck.... tilts a little to give her more 

access and slides my hand with hers.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm heart tilts my head so my lips can tug on your earlobe while you 

guide me around on the dance floor letting my dres sway and show off more of my ass 

and long legs as my hair hangs down my back 

bleedingheart26: trapping her hands with mine... and spins her so slowly fine...  

bleedingheart26: and grabs her hips back closer to mine.. 

scarlett2angel: giggles an spins around letting my dress fly up some..blushs and slips 

back into your hands an kisses your neck again mmmmmm 

bleedingheart26: bites my bottom lip as she kissed my sensitive skin again... dance and 

sways her around... feeling the  sweet song... 

bleedingheart26: takes her hand to mine and lead us both up the stage.... 

scarlett2angel: tilts and rests my head on your shoulder as my fingertips slide around 

your neck ..an sways with the new beat ..softly moanss at your touch as we dance closer 

scarlett2angel: smiles an follows you to the stage  

bleedingheart26: leading her to a chair placed in front of the stage.... and pushes her 

gently down to sit on it.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm wow heart you had this planed .....smiles as i get 

pushed into the chair and looks around the room 

D r a z: winks at scarlett ,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,i think so 

bleedingheart26: grins and steps a little away from her..... moving to the beat of the 

music looking in to her eyes... not minding the people around.... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Watches, mesmerised. 



scarlett2angel: blushs as my dress shows off more from the sudden bounce of my tits  

bleedingheart26: sways my hips sensually... as I slowly unbuckles the belt of my black 

mini dress... and throw it away.. 

scarlett2angel: winks at heart and shakes my hair so it flows down each shoulder as my 

eyes follow her every move 

bleedingheart26: struts slowly back at her... and walks around the chair... touching her 

shoulder... and walks behind the chair... caressing her... arms.. slowly up and down... 

scarlett2angel: puurssss as my head moves with you  

D r a z:  http://www.ebay.com/itm/Sexy-Exotic-Black-Halter-Collar-Mini-Dress-Stripper-

Dance-Club-Outfit-Lingerie-

/321078751519?nma=true&si=O0I37Jky9oJ7UxvT444eUy8TRBc%253D&orig_cvip=tru

e&rt=nc&_trksid=p2047675.l2557 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip an gets goosebumps from your fingertips  

bleedingheart26: walks and sways back in front of her.... taking her hand in mine... 

guiding it to my dress's zipper... wants her to unzip me slowww... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hearts dress so suits her too. 

jll101: nice outfit 

Ivan_Skavinsky: An incredibly sexy couple together. 

bleedingheart26: sways and rolls my head sensually around... feeling the music flow 

throughmy veins...and stares back at her eyes with overwhelming anticipation.. 

scarlett2angel: smiles as i tug on the zipper nice and slow wanting to tease her for as 

long as i can 

scarlett2angel: winks licks my lips and watchs her sweet brown skin come into view as i 

unzip the dress 

bleedingheart26: hmmmmmm... shivers as I feel the cool and warm air touch my skin.... 

scarlett2angel: runs the tips of my fingers up your spine mmmmmmm very sexy heart  

bleedingheart26: grinds slowly downin front of her...slipping my hands between her 

knees an slowly separating them... 

scarlett2angel: whimperssssss sits back and lets my dress slide up my thighs even more 

bleedingheart26: never leaving her eyes....as I grind up again...standing between her 

legs an start to teasingly  swaying side to side with the beat of the music... 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip again looking up your swaying body and slips my 

hands onto your hips  

joyful lia: looks like im just in time for the girly action,lol  

scarlett2angel: winks wb lia 

scarlett2angel: im being good 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They're both fantastic at creating the scene, Lia. 

joyful lia: mmhmm  

scarlett2angel: its my dress thats being naught it wont stay in place 

bleedingheart26: stradles into her legs and dances in closer my breasts lightly brushing 

her breasts as i move.. 

scarlett2angel: groanssss smiles and flicks the tip of my tongue at her breasts but 

doesn't touch  



bleedingheart26: swaying to the beat slowly lowers my self to her lap..leaning in an 

whispering the words to the song while nibbling at her ear... 

scarlett2angel: cant help but grip your hips an tugs as you make my dress slide up my 

creamy thighs more 

bleedingheart26: ohhh.. groans with sweet pain as I unxpectedly feel her tricky tonge 

touch my skin.. 

bleedingheart26: softly grinding side to side against her brushing the hair away from 

her.. 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes and sways under you making the chair rock side to side  

bleedingheart26: rises and slowly dances backing away... staring at her eyes...  

scarlett2angel: tugs my dress back down smiles and lets my eyes look into yours 

bleedingheart26: slowly turns an lowers myself on her lap....sensually grinding my bum 

in to her lap.. leaning back rubbing my back against her breast.. 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh heart grabs your hips again and grinds up letting my 

hands squeeze your tummy and lets the music move me under you 

bleedingheart26: rubbing body to body with the beat of the music then leaning 

back....lightly biting on her ear.. kissing her neck.. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm tilts my head nibbles your neck and lets my hands slide up your 

body cups your breasts an pursssssssss ring my bell  

scarlett2angel: mmmm loves how your dress feels in my hands  

bleedingheart26: grinsss... and with all the strength left in me... slowly stands up away 

from her again...  

scarlett2angel: smiles thank god heart  

bleedingheart26: turns around in front her again.... grinding my hips in small circles.. 

rotating them side to side as my nipples become engorged from her touch earlier.. 

scarlett2angel: rocks with you letting my hair fall down over my red dress hiding my 

breasts as my hips makes the chair move  

bleedingheart26: walks over to her.. placing my thigh high boot on the edge of her 

chair...takes her hands and places them around my ankle and grins... 

bleedingheart26: letting her feel the leather booots and up to my legs... and to my 

thigh... 

JoeCool6: im visualising the scene  

scarlett2angel: blushs up at heart licks my bottom lip at her boots as she teases me more 

scarlett2angel: winks up at heart Joe hasnt seen anything yet 

bleedingheart26: steps my legs back down and places my hands on her shoulder swaying 

my hips an inching down along hers.. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head back smiles and lets the front of my dress open more  

scarlett2angel: now now heart we dont want joe to over heat his first day here 

JoeCool6: scarlett you turned on the heat already :)  

bleedingheart26: smiless and glides down her chest... grasping her leg.. and slinks down 

along her body... rubbing against her as i lower down nipples perky and hardened... 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You certainly did, Scarlett. 

scarlett2angel: groans bites my bottom lip and lets my eyes look into hearts as she 

makes me squirm in the chair 



JoeCool6: I was here yesterday  

scarlett2angel: all i did was sit in the chair heart is doing it all? 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She told me she was shy. 

scarlett2angel: i am shy smiles ask anyone 

bleedingheart26: pulls myself up.....and wrap my arms around her neck... leans down.. 

and gives her lips a torrid kiss... and then run my tongue on her neck as I whisper... 

"thank you scarlett" 

D r a z: stands and appaluds the two dancers ,,,,,,,,,,,great  you two .........very sexy  

scarlett2angel: your welcome...smiles and returns the kiss as my body gets more 

goosebumps  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Absolutely fantastic Heart and Scarlett - you deserve a round of 

applause. 

bleedingheart26: *blushes and zips my dress back up* 

D r a z:  bravo girls ,,,,,,,,,,,,,thanks for  that 

scarlett2angel: stays in the seat my dress doesnt have a zipper but i cant stand up  

scarlett2angel: draz can you turn the lights off  

brown sugar babe: stands in front of Scarlett 

D r a z: turns the lights down 

bleedingheart26: giggles...  

bleedingheart26: takes her hand with mine... and helps her up.. 

scarlett2angel: winks and waits ty puts things back in place and smiles at sugar for her 

help 

scarlett2angel: that will teach me to forget my bra  

scarlett2angel: winks at heart thanks for the dance  

bleedingheart26: *blushes* no thank you scarlett... 

bleedingheart26: thank you for letting me dance with you 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Thank you both for a brilliant description. 

scarlett2angel: great time for this song now draz 

bleedingheart26: thank you Ivan.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: You're welcome, Heart. 

bleedingheart26: takes scarlett to the bar and dares to kiss her hard once more.... and 

asks draz.. to give her a drink she wants 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm pushs you against the bar kisses you hard and wiggles my 

ass at Draz 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyy....  

scarlett2angel: smiles see what you did heart 

bleedingheart26: it wasn''t  me.. it was because of you.. 

Ivan_Skavinsky: I think you were equally good. 

scarlett2angel: i get blamed for everything 

scarlett2angel: even when im not here 

bleedingheart26: giggles... and kiss your pouty lips... sooo hard you can hardly breath 

 

 



scarlett2angel: spins around letting my red dress fly up around my butt and winks at draz 

snapping my fingers and dances around heart letting her feel my bumps im happy now 

bleedingheart26: giggles.. claps my hands happpily for the sexy hppy dancer 

scarlett2angel: grabs hearts hips tugs and rocks my hips with the new song come dance 

with me i moan and moves around the empty dance floor 

D r a z: winks at scarlett   as the girls dance  

bleedingheart26: huhhhhhh... errr.. okiess... lucky meee.... and follows her to the dnce 

floor.. feeling happy..! 

scarlett2angel: giggles as heart moves with me spins her around swats her butt and slips 

my arms back around ehr waist as we continue to dance around 

bleedingheart26: giggles...heyyy..! *whispers in her ear* luvs the swat baby.. winks.. and 

dances with her... hmmmmm 

bleedingheart26: my wild woman in the back door..!  

scarlett2angel: smiles sways with my dance partner as i move behind her winks and tugs 

her skirt up her hips and lets her rock side to side with the beat as i morror her moves  

garrett523: *wanders into the room and smiles* howdy all 

bleedingheart26: giggles.. trying to let my skirt down.. but still lets her to tug it up... 

sways my hips some more... mmmm 

scarlett2angel: pulls heart back to me kisses her neck and rolls my hips with hers while 

she shows me what it feels like to touch skin to skin 

bleedingheart26: hello garrett.. wavess 

garrett523: hey there heart *waves and smiles* 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm tugs it up more an giggles at the color of hearts panties  

D r a z: hahah 

scarlett2angel: tugs on her ear with my teeth as we dance in the center of the room  

bleedingheart26: oohhhh gawwdddd.. she's hitting the bull's eye again.. this sexy 

seductive woman teases me so fine... as i rock my hips slowly..with her 

scarlett2angel: puursss in your ear mmmmm can i get an ahmen............ 

bleedingheart26: turn my head to see her beautiful face.... uhmmmm.. whatever 

ahemmmsss you want.. you shall get scarlett.. winks 

scarlett2angel: rocks my hips against yours kisses the nape of your neck and softly grinds 

against you as we dance to the new song 

bleedingheart26: sweeettt geeezuusssssss... groannsss with pleasure as she continues to 

give me the sweetest torture ever... 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands up your tummy tugs on your ear a bit harder as we dance 

around the floor using everyinch seeing we are alone  

D bleedingheart26: slides my hands on her sides... runs them up and down her hips and 

thighss.. hmmmmm.. ohhh myyyyyy... 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmm heart rocks  my hips between your hands bites my 

bottom lip and tosses my head back so letting my long hair tickle my ass as the song 

changes 

bleedingheart26: turns around and grabs scarlett's hands to wrap them around my 

shoulder.. feeling the beat of the song..... dancing... 

bleedingheart26: sliding my hands around her waist.. and sways our body moreee.. 



scarlett2angel: smiles spins around lets heart lead as i look into her eyes and plays with 

her hair while my hips sway right and left  

BloodRedMoon: if u pay extra 

bleedingheart26: smiless.. and caressesss her cheek.. pressing her closer to me.. feeling 

each other's breastfriends... as we dance in a sensual motion... 

garrett523: *sits at a table and looks over the room* 

D r a z:  smiles watching the sensula dancers 

scarlett2angel: bumps my tummy to yours smiles and lets my fingertips run into your hair 

tugs and lets my hips thrust with the beat making us move in and out of the dark places 

in the room  

scarlett2angel: heart...tickles your ear with my lips and continues to dance with you 

around the room  

scarlett2angel: bumps garretts table with my hip almost knocking his drink over  

bleedingheart26: giggles... and sways with her.. opssss 

garrett523: *smirks as he looks over to scar and catches his drink* 

garrett523: watch where you are going with that dangerous booty... lol 

scarlett2angel: smiles i cant help it heart has me all hot and my legs wont work right 

garrett523: lol... well I guess I can forgive it then... lol 

scarlett2angel: ty winks at heart shut up and kiss me is a good idea 

bleedingheart26: grinsss... and grabs her waist once more... you can't get away from me 

now..!! 

scarlett2angel: giggles who says i want too? 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm... dance her away from garrett's table.. and grinds myself 

down at her...  

scarlett2angel: blushs at her warmness and tight tug makes me squeall as she makes me 

rock my hips more between her hands and rocks my head  

bleedingheart26: sways my hips slowly left and right..hands sliding up and down her hips 

and legs as I grind myself up again 

scarlett2angel: archs and slides my leg up your hips shimmys my shoulders and rocks 

with your grinds goddd heart who taught you that? 

garrett523: *sips his water* 

bleedingheart26: raises her hand and spin her around and caught her waist back at me... 

"you made me do it baby" 

bleedingheart26: baby* 

scarlett2angel: hooks my right ankle and leg around hearts waist as i bend back rolling 

my hips as my hair brushs the floor and lets my top sldie up m y tummy and open some  

bleedingheart26: grabs her legs and holds her waist carefully.. enjoying her gorgoeus 

sight... smilesss 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhh yeaa baby rocks my body as heart holds my hips 

letting my breasts push my red dress open more as it slides up my thighs  

D r a z: smiles at  the girls as they moveagainst  each other 

scarlett2angel: rocking my head side to side my boobs alomst slip from the dress winks 

at draz and garrett as heart rocks into me making me groan  

garrett523: *smirks as he drinks more of his water* 



bleedingheart26: rubbing her thigh up and down.. lightly tugging her dress up... feeling 

the heat emiting from her body... 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm baby bounces up so my boobs wont slip free 

smiles at heart and slips my hands back around your neck and grinds with the beat as my 

body rocks with yours  

bleedingheart26: smiless and wavess my body back and forth in to your own sexy 

motion...snakes my hands into your back.. running it up and down your spine..   

scarlett2angel: that sends chills up my spine ..smiles an moves with heart while my dress 

slips bqack down into place and kisses her again  

bleedingheart26: ummmm.. and kissesss her back..and whispers... "you know I still have 

your key.. right..?" 

 

 

scarlett2angel: jumps over to heart no sighsssssss dances with you come with me  

scarlett2angel: spins you around mm what an ass you got baby  

FoolishHeart26: smilessss.. yayy..  

scarlett2angel: bumps hips and lets the men see what a nice ass you have as i pull you 

close as the beat slows  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Heart needs some TLC, Scarlett. 

FoolishHeart26: giggles.. it's quite hurting.. but.. hmmmmm 

D r a z: smiles as we watch that ass  jiggle and wiggle  

scarlett2angel: sways with You letting my fingertips tease You bare back as we dance in 

tight circles  

D r a z:  heart needs some fun as a counterbalance to the hassle  

scarlett2angel: its ok heart im here and pal will get it right  

FoolishHeart26: lets you sway and dance with me.. around and round..  

scarlett2angel: tickles the small of You back and smiles thats it just let the music move 

You 

FoolishHeart26: geezzz.. giggles as your fingertips teases me..  

FoolishHeart26: heyyyy... and hugss you..  

scarlett2angel: smiles into Your eyes tilts my head and humms into Your ear as we sway 

together letting Your touch give me goosebumps  

FoolishHeart26: slides my arms around you and sways to the beat of the song...  

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes lets You lead as the music flows around us making us 

touch and dance like we have been doing this for years 

FoolishHeart26: running my hands up and down your spine... grasps your other hand with mine.. 

placed them in my chest.. softly dancing..b 

D r a z:  smiles watching the girls enjoy the the rythmn of the tunes in them 

Ivan_Skavinsky: The look so happy. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm heart..moves with You smiles and lets my fingers tickle Your 

soft skin more as my eyes lock to Yours 



FoolishHeart26: cheek to cheek i can hear our heartbeats...... and.... giggles..  and spin you around 

so you can't tickle me again...   

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm..  

scarlett2angel: does the two step with a little skipping mixed in as we move around the 

dance floor  

scarlett2angel: giggles as You spin me around making my hair fly up and my hips sway 

with the beat  

FoolishHeart26: smiles happily as i see you giggle... what a lovely sight you are....  

D r a z: what a sight  you both are 

FoolishHeart26: pulls you softly back closer to me and we moved smoothly..  

scarlett2angel: turns to face You smiles..leans in and gives You  a kiss and shimmys my 

shoulders left and right to this new beat 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Obviously made for each other, Draz. 

scarlett2angel: pulls and tugs on Your hips come on shake it baby  

D r a z: perfect fit 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm.. looks at you and jumps to the music.. rocks my head.... babyyy..!! 

scarlett2angel: giggles spins you around and runs my hands up and down Your hips and 

chest as i kiss the nape of Your neck 

FoolishHeart26: dancin here and there... holding you... and.... ohhh myyy... you sneaky one..! 

giggles 

scarlett2angel: skips around with her as we shake our hips as one smiles and the men 

and squeezes hearts hips and tummy as we dance  

D r a z: winks at scarlett and heart 

FoolishHeart26: sways and lets her have her way around me... dancing.. giggling.. and shakes our 

body..  

scarlett2angel: winks at Ivan and Draz as i tug hearts top up to show off her tummy as 

we rock side to side and dance in place  

D r a z: nicefirm tummy ,,,,,,,,,,,laffs 

FoolishHeart26: ohhh.. my... gaspss as i feel my top up... and giggles..  

FoolishHeart26: winks at draz 

scarlett2angel: mmmm heart kisses Your earlobe tugs and lets them get a good long look 

as i make You rock Your hips side to side between my hands 

Ivan_Skavinsky: Sorry, I missed a bit of that - postman called. 

FoolishHeart26: holds on her shoulders as she sways us both to the song... I'm with you...   

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myy..  Scarlett..  

scarlett2angel: giggles in hearts ear ...tugs you back and sways more letting our lower 

bodys touch and move more while my fingertips tease Your skin more making You smile 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhh my song 

FoolishHeart26: yayy... don't break my heart 

FoolishHeart26: my achy breaky heart.. wooooohooo 

scarlett2angel: spins yopu around rocks my hips and skips with you in circles  

scarlett2angel: shaking my boobs as we move around just for Draz now 

FoolishHeart26: giggles and spins.. happily dancing with her...  



D r a z: smiles watching  you both danceclose ........  

FoolishHeart26: woohhhh..  

scarlett2angel: shimmys my shoulders as my hands slide down to Your butt cheeks 

squeezes and sings achy breaky heart 

scarlett2angel: twrills around with heart bumping into Al as we move around more  

FoolishHeart26: jumps a bit as you squeezed my bum... heyy.. giggles...  and dances more... 

around and around...  

Al_dente_: <loves those bumps 

Al_dente_: even the ones when you bump into me 

scarlett2angel: takes her hands in mine smiles and dances closer places her hands on my 

hips as mine slip around Your neck and into Your hair 

Al_dente_: watches the connection between the two dancers 

FoolishHeart26: wraps my arms around her... and feel our body move together as one... mmm  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm sways an lets parts of my body rub against Yours as we 

move closer 

FoolishHeart26: looks into her beautiful eyes...  good morning beautiful.... smiless 

scarlett2angel: smiles into Your face as we move in smaller circles so we can enjoy this 

monute even longer 

scarlett2angel: sings this to You as we dance in and out of the shadows in the room  

FoolishHeart26: pulls her more closer to me.. swaying slowly to the lovely song... and caresses 

your pretty face...  

D r a z:  smiles watching the two dancers ........ perferctly in tune with each other 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm heart slips into Your arms sways my hips more as my eyes 

open wider  

FoolishHeart26: admires your wonderful voice in my ear... moving our body into the sweetest 

swaying..  

scarlett2angel: softly puursssssss tilts my head and winks at Draz while heart moves her 

hands on my hips gives me the chills as my fingertips tug Her hair and moves to the 

center of the dance floor so Al can see us again 

D r a z: smiles as i see the winks and sparkle in scarletts faceas she dances  

Al_dente_: <has been watching and enjoying your cloesness 

FoolishHeart26: smiles as we dance so slowly sweet in the dance floor.... loving the feel of her soft 

body sway with mine..  

FoolishHeart26: hmmm.. grasps her hand and kisses it... and kisses her cheeks... and her lips.. so 

quick she can't respond.. giggles 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm You little devil You 

  

scarlett2angel: looks at heart...... we can dance more in a few if you want 

FoolishHeart26: smiles....  

FoolishHeart26: ohh geezzz.  draz..  

FoolishHeart26: can I have this dance with you Scarlett?  

scarlett2angel: then i need to do two things ok? 

FoolishHeart26: takes Scarlett's hands and spins her slowly back in the dance floor 

scarlett2angel: it wont take long 



scarlett2angel: smiles spins around sending my hair in circles  

FoolishHeart26: uhuhmmm.. kisses her cheeks.. and sway our body... and whispers.. it's alright 

luv... smiless..  

scarlett2angel: mmmm the things i could do to You to this song 

FoolishHeart26: bites my lip and grinds my hips with yours... teasing and dancing..  

Al_dente_: can't watch you dancing with no music 

FoolishHeart26: takes both of your hands as i turn myself around... my back feeling your breasts..  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm heart stop bitting your lip it drives me crazy 

Al_dente_: you could try biting it for her Scarlett 

FoolishHeart26: sways my hips slowly.. tilts my head letting my hair caressess your bare shoulder..  

scarlett2angel: puurssss as You make me sway against You letting my body feel Your soft 

breasts against my back and my ass pushs against You 

FoolishHeart26: hmmmm.. runs our tangled hands.. into your sides... and hips..  

scarlett2angel: lifts my arms archs my back and lets them fall dwon around hearts neck 

as she sways behind me making me puurrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr and move with Her  

FoolishHeart26: turns and faces you.. hmmmm..  

FoolishHeart26: ohhh myyy....  

scarlett2angel: gasps rolls my hips in Your hands..sucks on my bottom lip and lets my 

eyes clsoe while You pull me closer  

FoolishHeart26: runs my fingers into your arms.. as i stare at your pretty face... pulling you 

closer....  

FoolishHeart26: hmmm... dares to plant a kiss on her neck as her eyes still closed... and 

whispers...  

scarlett2angel: sighsssssss at Your soft touch ....runs my hands up Your back and rolls my 

hips so they touch Your tummy a bit more  

FoolishHeart26: uhmmmm... sways my hips and body more erotically slower... feeling her warm 

body with mine..  

jll101: mmmm 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes puurssssssssss Your name and pulls you closer duck can 

wait 

paveduck: they say patience is a virtue ... but i'm in a brothel ... who wants to be 

virtuous?  

scarlett2angel: kisses heart as we move around the dance floor with the slow song 

FoolishHeart26: kisses her softly back... as we slowly dance around..  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heather as heart spins me out then back into Her arms  

heather_n: who wins ,,,the long one ? 

D r a z:  looks that way  

heather_n: lol 

FoolishHeart26: ty draz hugssss 

heather_n: angel  

Ivan_Skavinsky: WB, Heart. 

FoolishHeart26: what is that ???? 

paveduck: wb heart  

heather_n: you are so bad  



scarlett2angel: heather 

scarlett2angel: smiles 

D r a z: moi? 

FoolishHeart26: ty Ivan 

FoolishHeart26: ty Duckie 

heather_n: heart is sweet  

jll101: wb heart 

paveduck: that she is  

scarlett2angel: breaks all the straws in half but keeps one long one so i can't loose  

D r a z: lafssssssssss 

Ivan_Skavinsky: She is and she's having a tough time just now, Heather. 

heather_n: angel....you are cheating  

scarlett2angel: me? 

scarlett2angel: cheat 

scarlett2angel: never 

paveduck: you would expect a fallen angel to not cheat?  

FoolishHeart26: smiles ty Heather...  

D r a z: gets down on my knees outsretching my arms   singing  the song to  heather 

,,,,,,(hides the rampant devil on my shoulder ,,,,,shushs i know shes hot) 

 

 

Scarlett Solo dances 

scarlett2angel: walks up the stairs onto the stage winks at draz and slowly spins around 

rolling my hips to this 

D r a z:  smiles watching those hypnotic hips 

scarlett2angel: twrills around letting my hair sway an rocks my hips left and right as the 

music moves my hips  

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees slowly crawls up the stage letting my hips sway as my 

skirt slides up my butt while i move on the wooden floor 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back an looks into the mirror at the end of the stage 

unzips my top and lets it show off my breasts 

scarlett2angel: rolls over kicks my feet up into the air and lets my top slide off my 

shoulders onto the floor behind me  

D r a z:  smiles watching scarlett  

scarlett2angel: smiles at the room rocks side to side and archs so my ass lifts off the 

stage and my hair sweeps the floor while my knees open and close while rocking to the 

music 

D r a z: grins  watching scarlett .....mmmmm ,,,flesh for fantasy  

scarlett2angel: winks at the mirror rolls back onto my hands and knees an crawls back 

down the stage letting my ass sway more and drops to my elbows at the end smiles 



thrusts my hips up and down letting who ever is watching my tits crush against the hard 

stage and my ass thrust up and down  

D r a z:  smiles watching scarlett   .........as she humps her hips 

bleedingheart26: ohhh.. myyyy...  

scarlett2angel: smiles and pushs up with my hands rocks my body side to side letting my 

tits sway with my hair turns my head to heart an winks as my body rocks more letting the 

music move me  

bleedingheart26: winks back as i bite my lip watching her graceful moves..  

bleedingheart26: eyes still lingers on scarlett sexy dancing 

scarlett2angel: spins around drops onto my ass lays back facing the room..lifts each leg 

an wiggles my toes as i cup each of my breasts in my small hands flicks the tip of my 

tongue over each of my nipples and lets my hair fall free onto the floor while rocking my 

lower body with the tune 

D r a z: Grabs a Highball glass with two cubes of ice adding 2 shots of vodka, 2 shots of 

Peach Schnapps. Fills the rest with Ginger Ale, Lemonade, and Orange Juice to taste 

placing the Fuzzy Cooter on an LAB coaster for heart *winks  

D r a z: grin s up at scarlett as she dances  on the stage  

scarlett2angel: archs my back more as my hips sway left and right..squeezing my boobs 

more and winks at the d/j while i flick m y tongue in circles  

bleedingheart26: wowww.. smilesss. 

scarlett2angel: unzips my shorts and rolls back onto my knees waves night to trish 

bleedingheart26: takes my drink.. and slips my card and thanking the bartender without looking on  

scarlett2angel: smiles at heart come here plzzz 

D r a z: strokes my lips with the tip of my tongue as i watch  the sexy dancer 

scarlett2angel: sits at the end of the stage smiles at heart ..parts my long legs and smiles 

as she moves to where i pointed too 

scarlett2angel: shakes my hair over each of my shoulders and slips my hands onto each 

of your shoulders  

bleedingheart26: blushes and smiles as i move to where she want me to be....  

bleedingheart26: giggles at the tingling sensation her hair gives me... 

scarlett2angel: smiles into your eyes and tilts my head winks as the top half of my body 

moves to the beat of this song while my ankles slide up the back of your soft legs 

D r a z:   watches  the  rampant scarlett  as she dances  with heart 

D r a z:  enjoying the show jake ? 

bleedingheart26: ohh myyy..  and i bite my bottom lip harder..  

bleedingheart26: runs my hands around her.. letting them wander on her sexy back... and to her 

bum.. 

scarlett2angel: leans in an warms your ear with my lips as my breasts brush against 

hearts through her top while my fingertips squeezes her shoulders  

scarlett2angel: smiles and whispers .... 

D r a z: tries to listen in  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. smiles.. enjoying her wonderful moves..  

bleedingheart26: giggles..  



scarlett2angel: tilts my head wets my lips and lets the music move my hips as i run my 

fingertips up and down hearts arms then back around her neck as my tits sway with the 

music  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy.. so love to touch her more.... but don't wanna break some rules... 

sighsssss with pleasure as she continues to tease me... 

scarlett2angel: tugs your hair shimmys my shoulders and lets you get a good look at my 

skin as it starts to shine from the sweat forming on it from the lights all around us 

bleedingheart26: eyess full of desire..  as I look at her... sooo gorgeous and damnnn so hotttt..  

scarlett2angel: winks drops onto my back pulls you closer with my feet as i rock my hips 

on the stage letting my tits rock with the music winks up at you thats nice heart 

D r a z: winks at   the girls  .,.,,,,,,,,,,, wipes the bar 

bleedingheart26: having no idea what to do... geeezzussss.. sweeettt soo sweeeettt tormenting 

seduction she gives me..  

scarlett2angel: winks at heart you can sit down if you want as i roll my hips side to side 

while i rock up and down making my ass bounce on the stage 

D r a z: watches that ass bounce  

bleedingheart26never leaving my eyes at the sexy dancer.. smilessss 

scarlett2angel: sits up an smiles as i roll onto my knees letting my hair fall down my back 

as i move back to the end of the stage and heart  

bleedingheart26: ohhh goodnesss...  admires everything about her.. smiles 

scarlett2angel: wiggles my finers and cups each of my breasts .....while the lower half of 

my body moves to the beat of the tune looks around and flicks each of my nipples with 

the tip of my pink tongue  

scarlett2angel: giggles as i clear the room  

scarlett2angel: winks at kelli draws heart to me and thanks her with a deep wet kiss  

bleedingheart26: ohhhh shoootttt... couldn't believe my eyes as I see the tip of her tongue on her 

nipples... sweeett geeZusss 

scarlett2angel: ty dear for letting me dance for you 

D r a z: smiles at scarlett and claps ,,,,,,,,,,,,,great entertainment  ................their loss if  

they dont have stamina   

scarlett2angel: rolls back over and crawls back up the stage swaying my ass as i move  

bleedingheart26: uhmmmm.. thank you too scarlett.. and kissess her back.. smiless 

scarlett2angel: hops up grabs my top and slips behind the drape 

bleedingheart26: you are an amazing seductress scarlett.. smiles 

 

 

scarlett2angel: turns to face the bar,,grips with both my hands and rocks my lower body 

side to side making the bar stool rock and shimmys my shoulders swinging my hair back 

and forth ..smiles in the mirror as my top becomes more see through the more the lights 

make my skin sweat  

 

D r a z: grins watching scartlett  as she shakes to the blues  



greygriffin20: *watches with interest*  

 

scarlett2angel: snags an olive from the bar winks and bounces it on the tip of my tongue 

as i rock the top have of my body with the slow beat of this song and snaps my fingers 

while the bar stool moves under my ass  

 

D r a z: smiles watching scraletts shirt jiggle asshe wriggle s  

 

scarlett2angel: rolls my tongue around the olive winks and lets it slide between my lips 

as my hips rock nice and slow left and right 

 

D r a z: scarlett is the mistress of flirt] 

scarlett2angel: closes my eyes and moans as i bite down letting my hair hang past my 

butt an rocks my shoulders up and back to get the feel of this song down in my hips 

scarlett2angel: smiles at katie..rolls my hips an bumps my tummy against the bar waving 

my arms over my head making my small top slide up my breasts and crosses my wrists as 

i rock side to side on the bar stool 

katieHEARTSwomen: I need a cold shower, Scarlett 

scarlett2angel: spins to face the room closes my eyes and archs my back as i continue to 

rock with the music and my arms stay over my head letting the room see the curves of 

my firm breasts as my top slides up and down my chest 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett ,,,,,,,,,, those beautiful curve s 

katieHEARTSwomen: holy shit, Scarlett... what a body 

katieHEARTSwomen: does she have any idea what she's doing?  

greygriffin20: im pretty sure she does 

D r a z:    scarlett  knows for sure 

D r a z:  medium sized font please and not blue  

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes winks at katie as i rock against the bar letting my hands 

slide down cups my breasts under my top and shimmys my shoulders more  

 

katieHEARTSwomen: *winks back at Scarlett* 

 

scarlett2angel: gives the bar stool its own lap dance as my smal hands caress each of my 

breasts letting my knees slide apart then back together while my back rubs against the 

bar 

katieHEARTSwomen: so sensual, Scarlett 

 

greygriffin20: *bites bottom lip as i watch enjoying the sight*....hey draz can i get an 

iced water 

greygriffin20: ? 

katieHEARTSwomen: *smiles at Scarlett* 

 

D r a z: slides gg an ice cold water  



downstream_1: me either  

greygriffin20: thanks 

scarlett2angel: smiles and lets the new beat rock my hips and bounces so my ass stops 

sticking to the leather stool 

D r a z: smiles watching  scarletts  butt  rise and fall  

katieHEARTSwomen: I have a feeling Scarlett flirts with "anything that moves" LOL 

D r a z:  katies ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. scarlett is one of our great entertainers  

katieHEARTSwomen: I can tell 

scarlett2angel: stands on the railing that runs along the bottom of the bar..rocks my hips 

and blows a kiss to all the quiet ppl as my hands keep my tits covered as my top slides up 

and winks at katie again 

katieHEARTSwomen: *blows a wet kiss back at Scarlett* 

D r a z:  smiles watching scarlett as she entertains so well with her sensuality 

katieHEARTSwomen: so very sensual 

scarlett2angel: jumps down ....looks around as i walk around the dance floor letting my 

long hair sway while my hips thrust to the left then the right while move to each table 

giving the guests a good look at what they are missing  

D r a z:  that should wake people scarlett 

scarlett2angel: stops infront of katie smiles and squeezes my tits more as i rock my hips 

with the music and smiles into her eyes 

D r a z:  pals been bad again today after that close down last night 

katieHEARTSwomen: *squeezing my tits in front of Scarlett* 

scarlett2angel: looks around shakes my head letting my hair fly around my shoulders and 

removes my top making sure my tits are covered now and waves it over my head 

katieHEARTSwomen: wow... didn't realize she was dancing topless... or so close to it 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm winks very nice katie spins around and rocks my hips and ass 

in a circle as i look back over my shoulder at her  

katieHEARTSwomen: *dances with Scarlett* 

scarlett2angel: rocks left and right making sure my tits stay covered with my hair an 

smiles at draz as the song changes making me rock my hips more inches from katie's face  

scarlett2angel: hello hd  

D r a z: winks at scarlett  

scarlett2angel: drops to my knees infront of you sways more as i arch back resting my 

head on each of katie's knes shimmys my hips and smiles up at you 

D r a z: watches the shimmying scarlett 

katieHEARTSwomen: *smiles back at Scarlett* 

katieHEARTSwomen: *feels her breathing on my bare inner thighs* 

scarlett2angel: wets my lips with the tip of my pink tongue..archs my back more as the 

song ends and a new one starts making my hips sway more while my head moves on your 

lap  

katieHEARTSwomen: Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm, Scarlett 

hdroadking296: nice 

katieHEARTSwomen: *giggles* 



katieHEARTSwomen: not just a good dancer, and very sultry and seductive, but oh so 

very attractive on top of it 

scarlett2angel: winks sits up slowly turns around and runs my hands up your long soft 

legs to your waist looks around the room as my hair parts some from my breasts swaying 

with the music and winks as the song ends 

scarlett2angel: ty katie for letting me have some fun tonight 

katieHEARTSwomen: *shivers at Scarlett's touch* 

katieHEARTSwomen: I'm always up for it with another attractive woman, Scarlett... if it's 

your thing, too  

D r a z: winks at scarlett  

scarlett2angel: stands up shakes my head to give you a look at something the room 

missed and spins around skips to the back room to change  

katieHEARTSwomen: wow 

D r a z: watches scarlett as she  leaves 

katieHEARTSwomen: such a lovely tease!  
scarlett2angel: slips back in wearing a extra long tee shirt down to my knees and a pair 

of socks slides across the dance floor into the bar and sits back on a bar stool 

 

 

scarlett2angel: lights some candles..opens my windows to let some fresh air in and turns 

the shower on 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

websterace3: turns the fan on to vent the steam 

stagforyou_1: ...using my mist free eyes to view that mmmmm body 

stagforyou_1:    

websterace3: lol 

scarlett2angel: smiles as the room steams up removes my top..and siggles out of my 

shorts as i step into the shower letting the hot water flow down my back as i spin around 

while the music fills my bathroom  

websterace3: watches closely 

stagforyou_1: darn....taking these glasses back to Specs savers...they misted up  

scarlett2angel: giggles don't you guys have anything better to do then galk at me? 

websterace3: no 

stagforyou_1: nope 

D r a z: laffs as i switch on my glasseswipers  

websterace3: what could be better then watching a beautiful women 

stagforyou_1: a naked beautiful women 

scarlett2angel: smh washes my arms and turns so i can wash my breasts and tummy with 

all your eyes on me  

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

stagforyou_1: turn speed of fan up webster 



websterace3:    

blk_bull3000: turns around to see the naked form of scarlett......hmm "in" for the time being...grins  

websterace3: its as fast as it can go 

scarlett2angel: bends over running the wash cloth up and down each of my long legs and 

shakes my wet hair as i wiggle my ass to distract you all 

stagforyou_1: best get another one up to speed then 

websterace3: ohhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh myyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy 

websterace3: turns on all the fans 

websterace3: the ice is melting in my ice bucket 

stagforyou_1: how can we be distracted scarlett 

stagforyou_1: never mind ice bucket...my freezer as started to de-frost 

blk_bull3000: watches the wiggle.....and takes a deep breath  

stagforyou_1: rmeber to breathe out blk...lol 

scarlett2angel: walks in under the flow of water smiles and lets it flow down between my 

tits and tummy making me suck my tongue as the soap drips down my body onto my feet 

and down the drain 

websterace3: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 

stagforyou_1: a vision of beauty 

D r a z: whistles watching scarlett 

scarlett2angel: slowly turns as the water splashs against my back and hair as it bounces 

off my ass and hips letting my shampoo flow down my ass and legs makes me moan 

some from the warmth  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmm places my hands on the shower wall tosses my head back 

and enjoys the hot water do its work 

stagforyou_1: now 99c here 

D r a z: think if  you were lobster ,.,.,.,.,.,.youd be done  

stagforyou_1: offers to dry scarletts back when steps out of the shower 

scarlett2angel: turns to face the shower head archs to the flow of water and cant help 

but part my legs letting the water splash over my breasts and hard niipples  

stagforyou_1: MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM 

stagforyou_1: stuttersssssss asss iiii typeeeeee 

scarlett2angel: smiles as i turn the water off steps out and grabs a towel to dry off letting 

my hair hang down my back  

scarlett2angel: stands infront of the full length mirror drys my chest  arms and tummy as 

i dit and runs the towel up and down each of my legs to get dry as i wrap a towel around 

my head and around my long hair  

D r a z: smiles watching the soft towel work over the curves  

scarlett2angel: slips into a light blue tee shirt and a white pair of shorts with white socks 

turns my light off and moves back to my bed room looks around and walks to the door an 

down the stairs with my hair still wrapped in a towel  

stagforyou_1: HELLO scarlett huggs the refreshed body 

blk_bull3000: welcome down scarlett..and we did not see anything...laughs  

D r a z: hey scarlett  ,,,,,,,,, looking good  



scarlett2angel: hugs each of you smiles and goes back to the d/j booth 

D r a z: smiles watching a small drip from the wrapped hairsliding down scarletts neck 

forming a bead on te top of her breast 

scarlett2angel: uses the beat to rock my head as i dance around in the d/j booth letting 

my towel slip off my head an lets my wet hair try to dry some  

stagforyou_1: stand near the fan which webster left running scarlett 

stagforyou_1: better than a hairdrier 

D r a z: smiles  to see the damp hair and the trickle  down of droplets  

scarlett2angel: smiles at the men as i dance in place looking at what i have left to play 

and lets my hair hang down my shoulders and covers the small of my back as my ass 

rocks side to side 

stagforyou_1: and up & down 

blk_bull3000: eyes tracking scarlett's fine round butt....  

scarlett2angel: enjoys this song rolls my hips as i slowly spin around letting my hair fly 

around and my top cling to my wet skin as it starts to become see through  

stagforyou_1: and nipples trying to escape 

scarlett2angel: mmmmm the silk top makes them hard as it rubs against them while i 

shimmy my shoulders in circles lets hope the men dont look to close 

D r a z: doesnt loook  too closely ........( o Y o ) 

stagforyou_1: you need an high voltage electric fence to stop us getting very close 

scarlett2angel:  

blk_bull3000: grins....watches as the eager pink bud peeps out.....  

scarlett2angel: as the music slows i close my eyes and rocks my hips up and back as my 

hands slide up my tummy cups my breasts and continues to dance ever so slow its as if 

im not moving  

stagforyou_1: loves a lady to wear sheer tops 

D r a z: sensual moves captivating us all 

scarlett2angel: tosses my head back rocks my shoulders with the new beat and lets my 

hips move in a figure eight  

stagforyou_1: mmmmmm 

scarlett2angel: feels the new beat rocks my hips more and thrusts them up and back as 

my hands slide up under my top  

stagforyou_1: i need help putting my eyes back into their sockets mmm 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmm rocks more letting my hair swing as i rock my hips in 

circles and shimmys my shoulders  

D r a z:  watches as the wiggle  transfers to a jiggle of  breast 

blk_bull3000: watches scarlett move......always a nice view....  

stagforyou_1: running , now dancing....no wonder scarlett looks so mmmmm 

scarlett2angel: spins around thrusts my tummy and moves closer to the d/j booth 

window smiles and lets my hands opne and close around my breasts making them show 

through my top more 

stagforyou_1: cough coughhhhhhs 

D r a z: clearly viisble now through the dj booth  

blk_bull3000: watches those little hands fill up with those luscious breasts  



scarlett2angel: blowing kisses to each of the men as my hips thurst left then right as my 

hands grips my boobs harder making me moan and arch my lower body to the beat of 

this song 

stagforyou_1: put it on repeat please scarlett 

scarlett2angel: jumps up and down as the beat gets faster my hair and tits bounce 

making me squeeze them harder to keep them from being seen when my top flys up  

stagforyou_1: mmmmmm 

D r a z: smiles watching the attempts to tame them  

stagforyou_1: i need to keep laptop on my lap  

stagforyou_1: help* 

stagforyou_1: no chance of taming 2 wild creatures like them Draz 

D r a z:  not a hope in hell ,,,,,,,,,or heaven  

scarlett2angel: smiles as i hear what you are talking about as i continue to dance around 

letting my fingertips caress my tits as my hips sway with my hair  

scarlett2angel: slips out of the d/j booth skips to the bar and tugs on draz's collar can i 

get a water? 

D r a z:  smiles of course 

D r a z: reaches in the back of the cooler and pulls out a cool water...  pours into a shaker 

with with some ground ice..shakes vigorously.......strains  and pours into a tall glass over 

a twist of lemon ...slides it over to scarlett *winks 

scarlett2angel: ty Boss jumps up lays across the bar and gives you a kiss for a tip letting 

the room see my blue panties as my shorts slide up the back of my ass 

 

Gabriela  

Gabriela92: hops off my barstool and skips to the dance floor.... starts swiveling to the 

song.... 

D r a z:  wo hoa ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.  

paveduck: woohoo gabri!  

Gabriela92: bumps my hips... 

D r a z: watches gabri as she swirls to the tune  

Gabriela92: piles my hair up on my head with my fingers.... 

dirtyrpgirl: turns the spot light on gabi on the dancefloor..................... 

scarlett2angel: whistlesssssssssss at gabi as she bumps around on the dance floor 

dirtyrpgirl: go girl !!!! 

Gabriela92: slowly turns as I roll my pelvis... 

paveduck: go get 'em gabi!  

D r a z: grins watching  the hips and thighs  

Gabriela92: suddenly lets my hair fall and snaps my head forward to cover my face with 

it.... 

Gabriela92: then flips it up and back over my head and shoulders... 

paveduck: yep, this is why we come to LAB  

Gabriela92: side-shuffles several times to the right... 



Gabriela92: making choo-choo motions with my arms... 

Gabriela92: then back to the left... 

Gabriela92: slows and sways.... 

D r a z: the curtain of hair swishing around to reveal that face 

Gabriela92: reaching up overhead... 

paveduck: comes out of the hypnotic trance at the finger snaps  

D r a z:  smiles  watchig as gabris  body writhes to the beat   

dirtyrpgirl: leaning on the rail by the spotlight, watching the sexy dancer.................. 

Gabriela92: drops my forearms across the top of my head and rolls it left and right as my 

shoulders sway... 

Gabriela92: drags my fingertips down my cheeks... 

Gabriela92: down my neck.... 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssssssssss go Gabi go  

paveduck: <<wonders if he's drooling yet  

D r a z: smiles seeing the fingertips caressing  

Gabriela92: crosses my arms and runs my hands down my upper arms... 

Gabriela92: jumps and high-steps to the new beat... 

D r a z: grins singing along ...watching gabri  

paveduck: good song for the moment!  

scarlett2angel: why is it when Gabi dances the guys get in my way but when i dance ...i 

have to skip around so i dont get tripped? 

Gabriela92: places my hands on the back of my cutoffs, fingers pointing downward.... 

Gabriela92: pushes on my buns with my palms... 

dirtyrpgirl: changes the spotlight filters to blue, and tries to keep the light on 

gabi....................... 

D r a z: smiles seeing the direction of the fingers   

sexykay39: wooohooo gorgeous 

Gabriela92: swivels my backside slowly in a circle... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi 

D r a z: scarlett has danced many times duck ,.you should have a look at the monthly 

highlights on the website 

scarlett2angel: smiles as dirty tries to keep the light on Gabi 

paveduck: draz, i was just saying that i've never had the pleasure of being here when she 

was dancing  

Gabriela92: untucks the tank top and ties it in a knot above my navel... 

scarlett2angel: i will be dancing more duck just come around more 

paveduck: and what a nice navel it is  

paveduck: yes, dear  

Gabriela92: lets my fingers slide down my bare tummy.... 

Gabriela92: hips rocking.... 

Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs in the front belt loops and pushes the front of the cutoffs 

lower.... 

paveduck: <<wolf whistles at gabi  

D r a z: looksto see the hip bones  and  the tops of thighs  



Gabriela92: letting the waistband of my red satin panties show a little.... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm red satin !!! 

 dirtyrpgirl: smiles, watchin gabi now 

Gabriela92: marching in place to the start of the new song.... 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm no one makes red look as sexy as Gabi  

dirtyrpgirl: doesnt she scarlett, woohoooo 

Gabriela92: skips to the stage stairs..... 

D r a z: the thunder of  gabris feet as she walks   and stomps on the bar   

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh yeaaaaaaaaaa  

sexykay39: watches her sweet ass as she skips.... 

Gabriela92: mounts them two at a time.... 

dirtyrpgirl: oh shit !!, follows gabi with the spotlight , quickly 

scarlett2angel: claps as Gabi skips to the stage 

dirtyrpgirl: changing the filter to red  

scarlett2angel: hurry up dirty we dont want to miss anything 

Gabriela92: slides my fingers into the back pockets and pushes the back of the shorts 

down a bit.... 

dirtyrpgirl: lol, i am trying !!! 

sexykay39: sunshine got all caught up looking at the red panties lol.... 

Gabriela92: punches the air at "Thunderstruck" 

dirtyrpgirl: oh woohooo gabi 

scarlett2angel: whistlessssssssssssss louder 

dirtyrpgirl: yeah i did sissy !!!...lmaoooo 

D r a z: smiles to seethetop swell of  the  buttcheeks  

dirtyrpgirl: and?, can ya blame meeeeeeeeeeee 

Gabriela92: swings my right arm in a wide arc... 

scarlett2angel: pulls kay with me so we both can see how red they are 

Gabriela92: then the left arm... 

greygriffin20: hehe as i lose kay to scarlett 

scarlett2angel: jumps up and down wowwwwwwwwwwwwww  

Gabriela92: clasps hands in front of me and swings them down like a hammer.... 

Gabriela92: then left arm straight left... right arm straight right... 

sexykay39: go gorgeous go.................. 

dirtyrpgirl: lalalaalaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

D r a z: lalallalala 

Gabriela92: left up... right up.... 

dirtyrpgirl: THUNDERSTRUCK !! 

Gabriela92: clapping overhead..... 

Gabriela92: marching down the stage.... 

D r a z:  watching gabrtis  whole body  struck with sensuality  

Gabriela92: hips bumping with each step.... 

scarlett2angel: blushs at kay as we both get a look at something red as Gabi teases the 

room strutting up and down the stage 



sexykay39: damn getting all caught up watching those hips.........................you go 

gorgeous 

dirtyrpgirl: for a tiny thang, she has some great legs !!! 

Gabriela92: grins... 

sexykay39: smiles and kisses scarlett cheek softly 

Gabriela92: swings my head left and right, matching the ways my hips flip out... 

paveduck: dirty, she has a great everything!  

sexykay39: good golly ms molly 

dirtyrpgirl: good golly ms gabi !!! 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm looks from kay to Gabi and back at grey  

Gabriela92: keeps my shoulders perfectly still, and rolls my hips over my knees... 

scarlett2angel: its like you said dirty its not what you got its how you use it that matters 

sexykay39: mmmmmmmmm yes those damn hips again 

dirtyrpgirl: i love her hips sissy !! 

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees...  

Gabriela92: leans back until my hair touches the stage.... 

D r a z: imagination running wild watching those hips circling   

Gabriela92: reaches my arms out to the side.... 

dirtyrpgirl: woooohooo gabi !!!! 

D r a z: smiles asmy eyesslide up those athleticthighs 

Gabriela92: shakes my shoulders and chest as I lean farther back.... 

dirtyrpgirl: sprawl it out girl !!!, whew 

Gabriela92: my buns making contact with my heels.... 

sexykay39: bang bang bang 

Gabriela92: reaches back and puts my hands flat on the stage... 

Gabriela92: pushes up and snaps to my feet... 

scarlett2angel: bumps my hips left and right to this lets my shoulders shimmy as if Gabi 

is tugging on them and giggles as dirty changes the song on me 

D r a z: smilesas watches as gabri ,,,, spreads back 

sexykay39: thats what happens when you get all caught up like that sunshine lol 

Gabriela92: struts down the stage... two lefts, then two rights.... boot scooting... 

D r a z: watches as kay gets  all taken up with the stage action  

Gabriela92: a couple crossover steps, then a spin.... 

Gabriela92: eight back-steps from the edge of the stage.... 

D r a z: smiles at the honki tonkin  

Gabriela92: down into the splits, then quickly back up.... 

scarlett2angel: snaps my fingers and moves back from the end of the stage some so i can 

look right at Gabi's hips  

paveduck: loves the dance moves  

D r a z: grins watching  the thighs doing the splits 

Gabriela92: down into the splits again, then swings both legs together and rolls onto my 

back... 

Gabriela92: lifts my butt up, bracing on my feet and shoulder blades.... 

D r a z:  laffskay  



Gabriela92: jumps up again and hops from one foot to the other, shaking my hair to the 

Latin beat.... 

scarlett2angel: skips over to grey wiggles my shoulders an thanks him for letting me 

borrow kay  

D r a z: smilesseeing  the topsofthighs  as gabri humpsherhips  

Gabriela92: spinning wildly...... 

Gabriela92: quick-runs forward and backward.... 

dirtyrpgirl: feels the spotlight heating up..... 

Gabriela92: snaps my hair again... 

dirtyrpgirl: wait !!, thats meeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

sexykay39: smiles watching scarlett skipping...........so cute when you do that 

Gabriela92: then swings it in a wild circle around my  head several times... 

paveduck: she keeps going and going better than the energizer bunny  

dirtyrpgirl: loves how the latino music sparks out sexy little half latino !! 

scarlett2angel: hops onto the bar smiles and snaps my fingers along with this song  

Gabriela92: peels the lime-green tank top up and off, tossing it into Duck's lap, leaving 

my chest covered with a red satin bra matching my panties... 

Gabriela92: spins and swings wildly... 

Gabriela92: grabs the pole and runs around it 

paveduck: woohoo! ... holds gabi's top while staring at her red satin before returning his 

eyes to hers  

Gabriela92: one handed, running clockwise, then changing hands and reversing path... 

dirtyrpgirl: waits to see if that hot hiney matches the beat !!, giggles 

sexykay39: omggg omggg omggg omggg omgggg 

Gabriela92: both hands on the pole, waist high, leaning forward... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo sissy, i dint know, i got plenty a the boss 

Gabriela92: rocks one cheek, then the other... 

sexykay39: oh hell sunshine The Boss can make me do unbelievable things more than  

Gabriela92: raises my hands up the pole, one over the other, until I'm forced to walk 

forward and put the pole right into my cleavage.... 

paveduck: what a lucky pole  

Gabriela92: slightly raises on my toes and drops several times, rubbing the hard, cold 

metal between my boobs... 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri as she clings to the pole  

Gabriela92: sways to Springsteen.... 

Gabriela92: bends slowly at the waist, unbuckling my strappy heels... 

Gabriela92: pressing my butt into the pole... 

D r a z: smiles watching   gabri   as she moves seductively against the pole  

trisha_29: goodness! 

Gabriela92: kicks one shoe into Bee's lap.... the other in Scarlett's direction..... 

tigerzjill: smiles and winks at the sexy Gabriela  

Bee_passionately_blue: I hold the shoe and admire the curves of the shoe, and smiles. 

Thinks, these are only a shadow of the sensual curves of the owner.  

Bee_passionately_blue: I place the shoe to the side, for sake keeping.  



Gabriela92: swings my arms gently as I kick me feet out with each step... 

Gabriela92: dancing in the dark.... 

sexykay39: such lovely legs 

Gabriela92: plays up the strut as I walk up one side of the stage, then returns down the 

other.... 

Gabriela92: then sashays out to the end of it... 

D r a z: watches those  hips as gabri struts  #  

paveduck: draz, when gabi's done dancing, i'm sure she'll be thirsty ... her next drink is 

on my tab  

Gabriela92: turns to the back... 

Gabriela92: rests my hands on my hips, just above the cutoffs.... 

Gabriela92: bumps them side to side... 

Gabriela92: half turns... 

D r a z: smiles watching  those hands and the  hips    

Gabriela92: unsnaps the cutoffs... 

Gabriela92: sways the hips as I lower the zipper tab... 

dirtyrpgirl: damn gabi !!, hears the unsnap, over the tunessssssssssss 

D r a z:  eyes on  thezipper ,,as it slides down the taut lower tummy  

scarlett2angel: jumps onto the bar drops to my knees and slides down to the other end  

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up into my hair, lifting it off my shoulders a little.... 

Gabriela92: then reaches down and folds the front of the shorts open a bit.... 

Gabriela92: giggles at all the shenanigans and confusion... hops down from the stage and 

pulls a t-shirt off the shelf, putting it on and re-fastening my shorts. 

 

 

Gabriela and kelli  

 

kelli-: dances over behind Gabs seat 

kelli-: hands over Gabs eyes 

kelli-: pulls back your hair 

kelli-: kiss your neck  

Gabriela92: sits up straight... 

kelli-: whispers.. dance with me 

Gabriela92: smiles and spins my stool away from the bar.... 

kelli-: jumps up and the bar and holds out my hands 

Gabriela92: walks to the dance floor with Kelli... 

kelli-: no no .. up here LOL 

Gabriela92: oh, on the bar? OK 

kelli-: mm hmmm 



Gabriela92: lays my forearms on top of my head and swings my hips with the bell 

chimes.... 

D r a z:  watching   those hips   swing to the beat   

Gabriela92: every few measures, grinds the pelvis in a slow, provocative circle... 

kelli-: cum on.. I'll ring your bells 

Gabriela92: pumps my hips a few times, scooting my feet forward... 

kelli-: dancing behind you 

trisha_29: and me too me too again 

kelli-: a sneaky little dance 

Sasha_J79: LOL Trisha 

Gabriela92: swings my hips left and right again, feeling Kelli behind me. 

kelli-: hands on your waist 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers deeply into my hair, lifting it up off my shoulders... 

kelli-: swings with you 

Sasha_J79: * just watching...lol 

D r a z: watching the girls ...........oh my ..........hell's bells 

kelli-: moves closer 

altergino: and they say the internet is not educational  

Gabriela92: bends slightly forward, pushing my buns out toward Kelli... 

kelli-: arms around you.. one hand on your tummie .. fingers spread  

D r a z: educumation is free in here 

kelli-: grinds into your butt 

Gabriela92: marches in place with small steps, bend over forward.. 

kelli-: hands move slowly up your ribs 

bleedingheart26: walks over to scarlett.. mind if i sit next to you scarlett? smiles* 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers down my neck and over my chest until they meet Kelli's 

hands, overlapping them... 

kelli-: daning .. with you.. behind you 

kelli-: as the music changes 

Gabriela92: stands upright, swinging my arms from horizontal to straight overhead, 

clapping at the top and then dropping my arms again. 

D r a z: stands by the bar swinging in my kilt  pumping the bag and fingers ready  

Gabriela92: high-steps in a circle around Kelli... 

kelli-: checks out the tilt in Draz's kilt as he breaks out the bag pipes 

mylstoknowhere: wooooooooooohooooooooooo 

D r a z:  fingers the pipes and sways to the beat watching the girls  

kelli-: hands high over my head .. dancing in place 

scarlett2angel: hugs heart sits still and lets the room go on  

kelli-: plays air guitar with Draz on the pipes 

mylstoknowhere: go on ...in circles .... round & round 

D r a z: shakes so the sporran slides side to side as i play the pipes  

altergino: all this is going to youtube  

Gabriela92: shakes my head shoulder to shoulder, tossing my hair into a messy heap... 

bleedingheart26: hmm. feeling comfy while watching the sexy girls dancing.  



D r a z: hands steve the bells  

Gabriela92: swings my head, whipping the hair in a circle 

D r a z: looks up those legs ........singing its a long way to the top 

Gabriela92: snaps my chin down quickly, flipping my hair over my face, staring through it 

at Kelli before breaking into a sinister grin... 

kelli-: arm across my body .. other arm vertical with my fingers on my chin. tapping my 

heel watching Gab with a huge Grin 

kelli-: breaking into a wild dance.. hair flying 

Gabriela92: goes into a solo chorus-line kick, left, right, left, right... 

kelli-: hips round and round  

kelli-: slowly turning 

Gabriela92: marches to the end of the bar, shifting my hem across my thighs... 

D r a z: winks up at the girls  ............  cant get enough  

kelli-: dancing hard ... watching Gab  

Gabriela92: gyrates my hips in a circle, one hand on my head, the other flat on my 

tummy.... 

kelli-: clapping my hands to the beat 

daviddirects: sitting back and watching...  

D r a z: smiles watching  the girls ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.   

Gabriela92: pushes my dress straps and bra straps down off my shoulders, letting them 

hang on my upper arms, gambling on friction winning out over gravity.... 

D r a z: roots  for gravity 

kelli-: hands high over my head.. body gyrating to the beat .. working down the bar 

toward Gab 

Gabriela92: cackles at Draz.... 

kelli-: Gravity is my life 

kelli-: wiggles my fingers at Gab 

Gabriela92: winks at Kelli and shakes my head 

kelli-: here we go Gab 

D r a z:  its going to be hellova show  

Gabriela92: throws my left arm quickly straight down next to my hip, then the right 

arm.... 

Gabriela92: then straight up, one then the other 

kelli-: body flying in every direction at once until I'm behind Gab 

D r a z:  pleenty of eurika moments here gino !!  

kelli-: fingers find the zipper on Gabs dress 

Gabriela92: swings both arms in front of me in overlapping circles. 

kelli-: Gravity doing its best work  

Gabriela92: glances back over my shoulder as I feel Kelli tugging between my shoulder 

blades... 

Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps back in place, just in case.... 

kelli-: tugging it down slowly 

kelli-: giggles  

D r a z: feelling right ,.............we rock this joint the way its meant to be  



D r a z:  loud n proud  

kelli-: moves around infront of Gab 

kelli-: flips the dress straps off your arms 

mylstoknowhere: wb surf 

kelli-: hands high.. shouts .. I didn't do it!!!!!!!  and dances away 

Gabriela92: shimmies my shoulders to let the straps fall down my arms and over my 

wrists.... 

kelli-: rocks the new beat 

Gabriela92: feels the fabric gather at my waist.... 

kelli-: winks at the boys.. pointing at Gab 

Gabriela92: pulls my arms out of the dress straps, letting it slide down over my hips and 

fall in a heap at my ankles.... 

kelli-: that's what I like to hear.. here I cum again now baaabbbyyyy 

D r a z:  winks at kelli  

kelli-: smiles at drazzz.. shaking my head up and down  

Gabriela92: Then Ted re-recorded many songs singing them himself. 

kelli-: holds out my hands to GAb... step out  

D r a z: winks watching the girls on the bar ..............  

Gabriela92: lifts one shoe daintily out of the ring of fabric encircling my feet.... 

kelli-: holds your hands 

Gabriela92: kicks the dress off the bar into Altergino's lap... 

kelli-: LOL  

altergino: I am not giving thisback  

Gabriela92: dances slowly to the provocative beat, clad in my strappy electric-blue high 

heels and royal blue bra and panties.... 

altergino: laptop levitating again  

kelli-: crosses my arms infront of me as I rock to the music  

kelli-: slips the half tank over my head .. twirling around and around 

Gabriela92: falls forward, catching myself in a plank position on the bar... 

Gabriela92: lowers myself to prone... 

Gabriela92: slithers down the bar with little frog-kicks... 

kelli-: steps back watching Gab 

D r a z: smiles watching the writhing gabri  

Gabriela92: rolls onto my back and scoots further, resting on my shoulder blades 

Gabriela92: raises my butt off the bar with bent knees and reverse-arched back.... 

Gabriela92: thrusts my pelvis up toward the ceiling, matching the pumping beat of the 

music.... 

mylstoknowhere: ooooooh myyyyyyyyy 

mylstoknowhere: thump it ....hump it 

D r a z:  watches the hips undulate ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.my head keeps fooling around  

kelli-: heel beating out the music on the bar 

Gabriela92: flips over onto my hands and knees.... 

Gabriela92: crawls down the length of the bar like a predatory cat... 

Gabriela92: stopping at each patron and taking a sip of his or her drink.... 



kelli-: giggles 

mylstoknowhere: meoooooooows at the predatory cat 

kelli-: rraawwwrrrr 

Gabriela92: kneels in front of Myls' seat... 

D r a z:  watches   the  crawling gabri   ........ whistles ,,,,,good for business 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss 

mylstoknowhere: and woof woofs at her 

Gabriela92: rolls my hips around... 

mylstoknowhere: eyes staring directly into ur crotch as u roll those hips  

Gabriela92: pushes the bra straps off the shoulders again, holding the cups in place, but 

letting them slide a little lower until the lacy top edge lets just a hint of darker flesh 

shows... 

D r a z:  grins watching gabri tease  

mylstoknowhere: licks my lips mmmmmmmm 

Gabriela92: holds the bra up with a forearm across my chest.... 

bleedingheart26: uhhh ohh... wowww..  

kristiann41:    

Gabriela92: reaches out to Myls' drink with the other hand, scooping out an ice cube... 

mylstoknowhere: grinsssss at the beautiful dancer 

Gabriela92: pops it into my mouth for a moment, rolling it around with my tongue... 

mylstoknowhere: dam she is hottttttttttt 

Gabriela92: then pushes it out into my hand again.... 

Gabriela92: runs it across my collarbones from shoulder to shoulder.... 

D r a z: sexy little thing   for sure  

Gabriela92: feeling little rivulets of the cold melting water begin to trickle down my chest 

toward the bra 

mylstoknowhere: oooooh myyyyyyyyy licks my lips again ...not much moisture left tho 

bleedingheart26: ohh my.... 

Gabriela92: puts the ice cube into Myls' mouth... can't let you get dehydrated.... 

Gabriela92: gets another from his drink.... 

Gabriela92: holds it out for him to take in his fingers.... 

mylstoknowhere: grinssss a thank you  

Gabriela92: scoots forward on my knees until I'm right at the edge of the bar and leans 

foward.... "can you cool me off a little, please?" 

Gabriela92: forward^ 

Gabriela92: reaches for Myls' wrist and guides the ice cube in his hand toward my 

sternum.... 

bleedingheart26: geezz...  

mylstoknowhere: rubs the cube sideways  

Gabriela92: moves it slowly down from my neck to my cleavage... 

mylstoknowhere: then rubs it up and down and all around as it melts fast  

bleedingheart26: mumbles looking at myls... cooooool..  

bleedingheart26: grins* 



Gabriela92: pushing his hand down until I feel the coldness of the ice cube between my 

breasts and the warmth of his knuckles pressing into the soft flesh... 

D r a z: smiles seeing the goose bums following the icecubes  route  

mylstoknowhere: makes sure my knuckles push deep into the soft flesh 

Gabriela92: stands as the last traces of ice melt from Myls' warm hands onto my soft 

skin.... 

Gabriela92: dances down the bar, making little kicks as my steps.... 

mylstoknowhere: smylsss up at the sexxxxxy dancer 

Gabriela92: jumps up, making a half-spin in the air, landing facing the other way. 

scarlett2angel: slips out the back door while everyone is busy  

mylstoknowhere: woohooo 

mylstoknowhere: nite scarlett 

Gabriela92: leans slowly far backwards, then quickly snaps upright, flipping my hair 

Gabriela92: gets down on my knees on the bar in front of Gino's stool.... 

Gabriela92: faces away from Gino... 

Gabriela92: looks back over my shoulder, tossing my hair out of the way... 

altergino: damn.... a cold shower is not gonna do it  

Gabriela92: swivels my hips over my thighs... 

Gabriela92: turns my head the over way, glancing back over the other shoulder... 

Gabriela92: other way^ 

Gabriela92: swings my hips left and right... 

Gabriela92: slips my thumbs in the waistband of my panties, a few inches behind my 

hips... 

Gabriela92: slowly inches the back of the panties down my smooth, round buns.... 

Gabriela92: revealing only about two inches of the tight groove between my firm butt 

cheeks... 

D r a z: winks at  gabri  

altergino: she is doing all the right things...unless she kills somebody  

Gabriela92: giggles at Draz, then slides the panties back into their proper position, stands 

and waves at everyone as I skip off toward the dressing room to find a new outfit.... 

D r a z: laffs Gbari  

D r a z:   woo hoo  gabri .............applauds the dance 

mylstoknowhere: stands and applauds the sexxxxxxxxxy dancer woooooohoooooooooo 

mylstoknowhere: fabulous Gabri 

D r a z:  so hot ..............gabri  

kelli-: applaudes for the lil hottie 

Gabriela92: turns as I reach the stage curtains and takes a brief bow... 

James40plus3: mmm mmmm thats a good show 

Kelleen: claps knowing i missed a great dance  

D r a z: woo hoo see s those pert buns as she turns  

caramel cupkake: * applauds for the Great One * 

Gabriela92: ducks out of sight, then my arm appears between the curtains, tossing my 

bra and panties out onto the middle of the stage. 

James40plus3: tease gabby haha 



kelli-: giggles 

Gabriela92: ty, ty 

 

Kelli Solo Dances 

kelli-: jumps to the floor from my seat 

kelli-: bump and grind across the dance floor 

garrett523: *watches as kelli dances* 

JoeCool6: you dance well kelli  

kelli-: strutt thrust strut grind  

kelli-: swirls my hips  

kelli-: swirls my hips counter "cock" wise  

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: left heel pounding the beat 

kelli-: tosses the air guitar to fishy 

kelli-: takes a little running start, jumps to my chair seat  

kelli-: then to the bar 

kelli-: skids to a stop 

garrett523: *claps and whistles* 

kelli-: hips swivel  

D r a z:  watches the spining kelli  

kelli-: slowly turns  

kelli-: stops with my back to ou 

kelli-: shakes my ass to the beat 

JoeCool6: i like the tune  

kelli-: leans forward 

ronbas: 10--4 on the shakin of the ass 

kelli-: beat changes 

kelli-: slowly walks across the bar in time to the new song 

kelli-: stands at the edge 

ronbas: yes my floors vibrating 

bleedingheart26: enjoy and relax now then...  

kelli-: drops to my knees  

kelli-: plays air guitar  

kelli-: leans back  

ronbas:    

kelli-: lays out on the bar 

kelli-: rolls to my back  

D r a z: smiles at kelli on the bar  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myy..... 

kelli-: plays air guitar on my back 

kelli-: arching  



kelli-: wrap skirt falling open 

ronbas: pant pant 

kelli-: little black thong holding on tight 

garrett523: *grins at the little peek she is showing* 

JoeCool6: lovely kelli  

bleedingheart26: ohh sweeeett.. 

kelli-: lays flat 

pvclucygirl: mmm very sexy kelli 

kelli-: fips my legs over my head and rolls up to my feet 

kelli-: head bobbing to the beat.. hair flying 

garrett523: quite the athlete too 

kelli-: claps my hands over my head 

kelli-: body making slow slinky S moves 

kelli-: slowly turning 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the beat 

kelli-: left left right right 

garrett523: I love how you move kelli 

kelli-: smiles  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. nice...  

kelli-: shoulders move to the new beat 

kelli-: spins flairing the skirt 

bleedingheart26: hello cars 

D r a z:  watching  the sexy kelli move to  the beat  

kelli-: flips up the back .. shaking my ass  

kelli-: unbuttons the only button on my skirt 

D r a z: puts stuffed giraffe under  rons arm ..sleep well 

JoeCool6: ty heart you to  

kelli-: unwraps the wrap and waves it around over my head 

JoeCool6: bye draz and garrett  

garrett523: *claps* 

kelli-: moves down the bar  

bleedingheart26: whistlesss..  

kelli-: jumps up on the pole and spins 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: holds the pole  

garrett523: *watches kelli as she moves... smiles* 

kelli-: crush against the pole  

kelli-: hips keeping time against the pole 

bleedingheart26: feeling envious with thle pole.. 

kelli-: holding on with one hand, legs wrapped around the pole 

kelli-: thrusting hard against the pole 

kelli-: rocking the cold, smooth metal  

garrett523: yes... very lucky pole...lol 

kelli-: tight tiny thong disappears behind the pole 



D r a z: smiles watching the  pole  get the treatment 

kelli-: pushing down with my legs 

kelli-: hands moving high  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyy....  

kelli-: stretching up  

kelli-: lets go with both hands, flips down .. grinding my ass against the pole, hanging 

upside down 

bleedingheart26: ohh gezzussss.. wowww... 

garrett523: nothing is sexier than a woman who knows how to dance.... 

kelli-: twists against the pole.. arms wrapping around it . .. spins out  

bleedingheart26: nods at garrett.. tr 

kelli-: around and around  

bleedingheart26: true that garrett 

kelli-: lands on the stage floor on my feet  

kelli-: hips gyrate to the beat 

bleedingheart26: hello jake...  

garrett523: *Claps at the wonderful pole show* 

ukjake39: morning heart 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

bleedingheart26: hmmm nice... you're just i  time for a great show Jake..  

kelli-: just the waist band and a bit of the verticle band of my thongs showing 

ukjake39: says goog morning to kelli but doesnt expect a reply cos i can see she is busy 

 

kelli-: waves my ass at jake.. smiles over my shoulder 

kelli-: leans a little forward.. flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

ukjake39: woohooo best gm i have had for a very long time ty 

garrett523: *whistles at the ass muscles moving* 

kelli-: straightens up and spins 

kelli-: strutts down the stage 

kelli-: too the heavy beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

kelli-: cross infront of me 

ukjake39: drags up a chair as close as i can to watch the show 

kelli-: rips off the half tank top and waves it 

garrett523: *claps as he smiles* 

kelli-: the tiny bandeau barely covering my little boobs 

D r a z: winks at   kelli ........... sexy little thing 

kelli-: toss the top down the bar 

kelli-: turns toward the boys .. dancing hard 

kelli-: small boobs bouncing to the music  

garrett523: *smiles up to her warmly* 

kelli-: hair flying 

ukjake39: grabs the top as it slides and pops it on my lap 



garrett523: *his eyes dancing over her body but ending up back at her face... smiles 

wider* 

kelli-: stops with my feet apart on the stage 

kelli-: dancing .. hard .. down the bar 

kelli-: hair flying 

ukjake39: sits transfixed watching kelli's hot moves 

kelli-: stops infront of Just, shaking my finger .. medium font please LOL 

ukjake39: thinks her top on my lap was a smart move 

kelli-: giggles as I dance down the edge of the bar infront of the boys 

garrett523: *glances up to her and smiles* 

kelli-: stands at the edge of the bar.. feet apart.. a little air guitar 

kelli-: throws hands in the air.. hips thrusting left left right right 

garrett523: playing the guitar is pretty damn sexy as well 

kelli-: heel pounding the beat 

kelli-: thrusts to the new beat 

kelli-: gyrating my body 

kelli-: little boobs working inside the tingy bandeau 

kelli-: hands high  

kelli-: hair flying 

garrett523: so beautiful... *smiles* 

kelli-: body gyrates 

kelli-: hips swivel  

kelli-: slowly turns to profile 

kelli-: looks down at the boys 

ukjake39: kelli looking stunning and sooo sexy 

kelli-: wild S moves  

garrett523: *smiles to her as she looks down* 

D r a z: watches as kelli thrusts 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: bends knees  

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: up to hand stand  

kelli-: walks over to my feet 

ukjake39: mouth opens at kelli's flexibility 

garrett523: *claps at the athleticism* very impressive 

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: hips move just slightly to the beat 

kelli-: flexing my ass to the rhythm 

kelli-: looks back over myshoulder 

kelli-: smiles and winks 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

garrett523: *returns her smile and wink* 

kelli-: the bandeau loosens  

kelli-: flip it over my shoulders 



garrett523: *grins and then whistles* 

kelli-: hands cover  

bleedingheart26: ohh my golly wowww.. 

kelli-: slowly turns .. hips moving  

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: feet apart  

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: moves my hands up slightly 

garrett523: *looks up to her as she leans* 

kelli-: hips move left left right right .. to the beat 

kelli-: then circles 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: hips thrust  

ukjake39: adjusts myself in my seat as i admire kelli's body 

kelli-: tiny thong not covering a "hole lot"  

kelli-: spreads my fingers .. darker flesh barely visible 

garrett523: lol... *peeks to see what it is (or more importantly isn't) covering* 

ukjake39: sings that song to myself "thongs for the memory" 

bleedingheart26: crosses ny legs tightly..   

kelli-: bouncing my heel on the bar  

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: pulls one arm carefully across my body  

kelli-: pulls the bandeau off my shoulders with the other hand 

kelli-: swings it around 

garrett523: *smiles* 

kelli-: hips swivel to the beat 

kelli-: works the bandeau around me 

kelli-: fastens it .. front claps 

bleedingheart26: naughty smile you have there garrett.. winks 

kelli-: rolls it into a narrow band 

garrett523: *claps at the skilled movements* 

kelli-: pumps my hips hard to the beat 

garrett523: hard not to be thinking naughty thoughts at a time like this 

kelli-: slowly turning 

ukjake39: watches transfixed at kelli's gyrations 

kelli-: arms out from my body 

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: hips thrusting left left right right 

kelli-: then working in a circle 

garrett523: *his eyes following the movements of her hips* 

kelli-: turns and leans forward  

kelli-: hips sway .. ass moves to the beat 

kelli-: leans far forward  

kelli-: winks at the boys between my legs 



garrett523: *smirks at her as she winks* 

kelli-: hands move up the insides of my legs 

ukjake39: watches the winking between kelli's legs 

kelli-: up my inner thighs 

kelli-: to where they meet my body 

kelli-: straightens up  

kelli-: stands with my back to the boys .. hands on my hips.. waiting for it 

kelli-: winks over my shoulder 

kelli-: steps in time to the stripper beat 

garrett523: *stretches in his chair as he continues to watch* 

kelli-: fingers moving under the waist band 

ukjake39: claps along with the other guys as the beat kicks in 

kelli-: hips swaying  

eisyman: Takes a few deep breaths  

kelli-: slowly seductively ..  

kelli-: rolls the waist band down one width 

kelli-: slinky S moves to the sexaphone 

ukjake39: thinks i am glad it has a thick waistband 

kelli-: does a little strutt  

kelli-: hips sing and sway 

kelli-: swing 

kelli-: hands move over my hips 

kelli-: down the front of my body 

kelli-: left hand behind my neck  

ukjake39: oh my...transfixed by kelli and her sensual moves 

kelli-: right hand covers my .....  

kelli-: hips hump to the beat 

garrett523: *Shakes his head and bites his lip* very sexy 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: bits my bottom lip.. mocking garrett 

garrett523: *smiles as his plan worked to perfection... she looks so sexy biting her lip... 

lol* 

kelli-: fingers trace the legs bands of my thong 

D r a z: passes out cold water bottles 

kelli-: down the front and under  

garrett523: ty draz... it is well needed 

kelli-: right middle finger comes back up the hint of camel toe  

ukjake39: thanks draz ..just in time 

garrett523: *groans slightly* very nice 

bleedingheart26: may I also have one draz.. giggles 

eisyman: likes hints  

kelli-: then traces the top band of the thong 

D r a z: slides a water bottleover  to heart 

kelli-: ducks under the band  



kelli-: slowly turns it down one more width 

kelli-: hands fly out and up .. dancing hard  

kelli-: hair flying 

ukjake39: thinking not a lot left to the imagination now but mine is filling in the gaps 

garrett523: *watches the curves of her body becoming more and more aparent* 

bleedingheart26: uhmmm thank you... wishes it cools down some lady boner.. *blushes* 

garrett523: *or bare... lol* 

kelli-: slowly turns as my hips gyrate to the beat 

ukjake39: lol heart 

kelli-: laffs at lady boner  

ukjake39: thinks she is fitting in with the guys now 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar 

bleedingheart26: :P jake... yeah I know... but still am having a good view from here 

kelli-: feet apart .. looking down as my body moves to the rhythm 

garrett523: lol heart 

kelli-: rolls my hips .. then thrusts hard 

ukjake39: hard not to have a good view..me thinks kelli knows how to work the room 

kelli-: turns and thrusts.. turns and thrusts 

kelli-: slinky S moves 

bleedingheart26: yeppp... she's a great dancer 

kelli-: the waist band almost straight across  

garrett523: she's a great everything 

ukjake39: takes a gulp from the cold water ..realising this is what's called "a stiff drink" 

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. yesss agrees at everything.. smiless 

bleedingheart26: lol jake 

kelli-: drops to my knees at the edge of the bar 

eisyman: too much heat...opens bottle and pours it over my head  

kelli-: sits on the edge 

kelli-: legs hanging off 

garrett523: *sips from his bottle... smiles up to kelli* 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm.. easy there eisy.. chuckles 

kelli-: foot reaching out to garrett and eisy 

kelli-: moves up their thighs 

garrett523: *opens his thighs to her touch* 

bleedingheart26: geezzussss..  

kelli-: watching their faces 

garrett523: *smiles to her... a bit of a naughty grin* 

kelli-: holding edge of the bar so I don't slip off LOL 

kelli-: one foot on each guys chest 

garrett523: *eyes glance down her legs and back up to her feet* 

kelli-: moves down 

ukjake39: sits quietly imagining the view 

kelli-: pulls my feet back  

kelli-: lays back on the bar 



kelli-: the only movement is my hips.. thrusting up to the beat 

kelli-: hands slowly move down my body 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: as my hands finally make it down to my hips 

kelli-: one hand on my tummie 

kelli-: fingers apart 

kelli-: the other hand moves down my hip 

garrett523: *smiles as he looks over her body* 

kelli-: to my thigh 

kelli-: around to the inside  

kelli-: head back on the bar .. eyes close 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: hand moves up over my mound 

kelli-: to the top of the barely covering thong 

garrett523: *his eyes following the movements of her hands* 

eisyman: looking for more "hints"  

kelli-: hands move to each hip 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

kelli-: pulling the thong tight 

kelli-: camel toe as I thrust 

kelli-: harder 

kelli-: back arching 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: stands and applauds Kelli ................bravo bravo ..........holds open a LAB robe  

eisyman: Thank you kelli  

kelli-: rolls over my back to my feet  

garrett523: *claps for kelli* brava brava 

ukjake39: woot woot stands and cheers kelli 

kelli-: turns and backs into the robe  

bleedingheart26: ohhh my tuneeeeee 

garrett523: beautiful and amazing as always 

kelli-: thank you guys 

ukjake39: thank you kelli 

bleedingheart26: standss.. clappsssssss..  

D r a z: wrapskelli  in the robe and ties the belt  

kelli-: leans back into Draz 

ukjake39: that woke me up alright 

kelli-: looks up  

kelli-: smiles 

bleedingheart26: sooo greaattt kelli..! smilesss 

D r a z:  great dance kelli    ....... kisses her cheek 

kelli-: thank you heart 

kelli-: smiles 

garrett523: you ok over there heart? 



eisyman: wondering how heart's lady boner is doing 

kelli-: kisssssssss 

kelli-: too funny heart 

D r a z:  laffs 

bleedingheart26: uhmmmm... spills the water on my lap.... getting even wetter here.. eisy.. winks 

garrett523: lol 

bleedingheart26: lol 

eisyman: hmm..enjoy heart  

kelli-: holds the thin material of my bandeau tight .. you mean these .. showing off my 

super hard nips 

garrett523: *bites his lip again* 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy 

kelli-: takes a long drink .. and drizzles some water on my chest .. getting the bandeau 

wet .. almost disappearing 

bleedingheart26: ohhh sweeet paiinnnn..  

garrett523: *smiles to kelli...* I am sure that you are hot... well... warm to the touch... 

but you are the other type of hot too... *blushes* 

kelli-: drizzles a little more .. getting it real wet 

kelli-: then drinking another long drink 

kelli-: feels good after that work out 

garrett523: I imagine so 

eisyman: everything is getting wet  

bleedingheart26: soo so soo weeettt... 

kelli-: drizzles some water on heart to cool her off 

kelli-: giggles 

garrett523: lol 

bleedingheart26: heyyy...! giggles..  

eisyman: no, let her hot  

D r a z: watches the steam coming off heart 

kelli-: looks at garrett and laffs .. spraying him ...  

kelli-: LMAO 

bleedingheart26: szzzzz! szzzz!  

garrett523: I needed a cold shower after that... lol l( 

garrett523:  

bleedingheart26: giggles 

kelli-: jumps down off the bar .. moves over to garrettt.... kissssssssssssss.. thanks .. you 

are a good sport when I tease you 

eisyman: winks at heart  

garrett523: *kisses her cheek* I try... anything to make you smile kelli 

 

kelli-: down off my chair and dances around Jill 

kelli-: shakes my bootay at heart 

tigerzjill: hehehe staring at kelli  



bleedingheart26: woohoooo..  giggles  

kelli-: the tight black tiny boy shorts showing off my assets  

eisyman: just watches...closely  

kelli-: hands high  

bleedingheart26: hmm.. yummy assets..  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: it's for the badonka donk 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: sits back down 

bleedingheart26: tosses kelli an air guitar..  

kelli-: leans back in my seat.. one leg up.. playin air guitar 

kelli-: head boppin to the beat 

bleedingheart26: nicee... smilesss 

eisyman: good motivation in the morning  

kelli-: stands on the foot rail .. body gyrating.. hair flying 

eisyman: head boppin too  

kelli-: giggles watching eisy 

eisyman: better get outta these tights...ballet over  

kelli-: omg  

bleedingheart26: lol eisy!! 

kelli-: rolls up on the bar 

bleedingheart26: i even ripped mine hours ago..  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyy....  

kelli-: on my back  

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the music 

eisyman: boppin officially over  

kelli-: drops down flat 

kelli-: rolls my legs up .. flips up to my feet  

kelli-: breaks into a slinky dance  

kelli-: hips moving in circles 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

eisyman: getting dizzy  

bleedingheart26: hmmmmm..  sweet move..  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: knees bent  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: dancing to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: swaying .. looking down at eisy, heart and jill  

kelli-: feet apart 

eisyman: gets kink in neck looking straight up  

kelli-: hands move from hips up 

kelli-: thrusting 

bleedingheart26: woww.. stares at the sexy dancer... hmm 

kelli-: rolls hips 



kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: between my thighs 

kelli-: slowly up  

kelli-: hips rock to the beat 

eisyman: well...blood circulating well this fine morning  

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: one foot on jills knee 

kelli-: the other on hearts knee 

bleedingheart26: smiles at kelli.. hmmm..  

kelli-: shoulders sway  

eisyman: oh boy, two hands are left  

kelli-: head slowly moves to the seductive beat 

kelli-: gentle smile 

bleedingheart26: heart's beating uncontrollably fast..  

kelli-: tongue licks my lips 

eisyman: past gentle  

tigerzjill: grins staring widely at kelli licking my lips  

kelli-: my feet creep up the legs 

kelli-: up to your hips 

bleedingheart26: come sit with us kiwi.. smiles.. and looks back at kelli..  

kelli-: smiles at Draz 

just_kiwi: move over  and sits 

bleedingheart26: wb sarah 

eisyman: a bit is no problem  

bleedingheart26: hmmm drunk... you got in the right time kiwi.... kelli is dancing for us..  

just_kiwi: is wow  nice 

just_kiwi: a bit is nice for now 

just_kiwi: got another bottle to go thru yet 

kelli-: watching Jill as my foot explored 

eisyman: yeah, kelli is therapeutically helping keep my morning blood circulation in check   

just_kiwi: she is good  

just_kiwi: got to keep that blood going round 

kelli-: slips off the bar onto Jills lap 

bleedingheart26: she is indeed..  very sexy..  

eisyman: yes, plenty to go around  

tigerzjill: hugs kelli tight  

tigerzjill: running my fingers along your smooth soft skin  

kelli-: hands over my head, swaying to the music in Jills lap 

tigerzjill: runs my fingers along your sides  

kelli-: smiles .. waits for the music 

tigerzjill: enjoying the smell of your hair in my nose  

kelli-: whole body sways to the beat 

eisyman: trying to position between heart and Jill's chair  

eisyman: best view  



kelli-: wraps my legs around Jill and leans back  

bleedingheart26: lol eisy.. you're blocking my view..! 

kelli-: hair flying as I put some rock in my roll 

eisyman: no no....leans head back  

kelli-: hold on tight Jill  

tigerzjill: holding onto kelli with all my strength  

kelli-: leans way back  

tigerzjill: as she leans back for me  

bleedingheart26: ohhh... geezzsuss.. you girls..! 

tigerzjill: staring at her beautiful body right in front of me  

kelli-: dancing as I move to the beat 

tigerzjill: gawdddd  

tigerzjill: my heart beats faster  

kelli-: legs tighten around you 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

eisyman: go girl  

kelli-: 12 3 4  

D r a z: smiles seeing the undulations of the sexy body   

kelli-: pulls myself up to a sitting position 

kelli-: hands high 

eisyman: think kelli- wants to speak in tongues  

kelli-: rockin with the musice 

kelli-: head back, hair flying 

kelli-: ass grinding on your lap 

kelli-: smiles at Jill as the song changes 

kelli-: legs unwrap  

kelli-: hands on the arms of your chair 

kelli-: pulls myself up  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy..   

kelli-: standing on the arms of your chair 

tigerzjill: smilng and blushing looking at kelli's sexy body  

tigerzjill: runs my hands along her sexy legs  

kelli-: slow sexy lil dance  

kelli-: watches the three of you  

tigerzjill: feeling her tight body and feeling her heat rising off of it  

kelli-: the tight black boy shorts clinging tightly to my body 

D r a z: smiles watching  along the legs  

kelli-: moves one foot to hearts chair, on the arm 

bleedingheart26: smiles at kelli... admiring her graceful body.. 

kelli-: turns and plants the other foot on the other arm  

bleedingheart26: ohhh gawwdd..  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: grinds and thrusts to the hard beat 

kelli-: the bottoms of my bootay hanging just out of the boy shorts 



tigerzjill: ommmyyyyyyyyyyy  

bleedingheart26: sweet gezsusss....  

tigerzjill: staring at kelli  

tigerzjill: my hands running all over her smooth sexy legs  

tigerzjill: tossing my hair to the beat  

kelli-: leans forward .. looks at eisy from between my legs to see if he's still breathing 

eisyman: watching the hands closely  

eisyman: all is functioning well  

kelli-: shakes out my hair  

kelli-: hands on my hips as I smile and straighten up  

kelli-: swaying my ass to the beat 

D r a z: grins watching   the swaying ass 

kelli-: arch my back and lean forward 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: a new version of "hip hop" sorta 

bleedingheart26: bites my bottom lip as my trembling hand dares to touch her..  

kelli-: watching heart take a daring step.. for her  

kelli-: continues to dance  

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. smiles and winks at her..  

kelli-: winks at Draz 

tigerzjill: pinching myself to see if i am dreaming  

D r a z:  winks at kelli 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: steps across .. one foot on each chair .. facing eisy behind and between you both 

eisyman: smiles at everyone  

kelli-: does a wild little wiggle  

bleedingheart26: dares to pinch jill's ..errr.. to let her know she isn't dreaming... giggles 

kelli-: hips bouncing 

eisyman: wiggle and a bounce...mmm  

kelli-: arms moving .. hair flying 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myy..  

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: rip off the tank top in one easy pull  

kelli-: toss it behind me on the bar 

eisyman: leans head over on hearts shoulderand watches intensely  

kelli-: hands move to my body  

D r a z: slips the top in the back pack 

bleedingheart26: ohh myy golly woww...  

kelli-: up and under my boobs 

tigerzjill: giggles at heart....  

tigerzjill: staring wide eyed  

kelli-: the tight thin bandeau not hiding my fun and excitement 



eisyman: yes golly  

eisyman: and they ain't buttons  

kelli-: leans forward . ..  

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: feet apart on each chair arm  

D r a z: watches the sexy shimmie 

kelli-: hands slip to my legs 

kelli-: then back up the insides of my thighs 

kelli-: knees bend 

bleedingheart26: ohh myyy..  

kelli-: hands slowly rise .. head moving hard.. hair flying 

kelli-: hands reach the top of my tight 

kelli-: thigh 

kelli-: fingers trace the leg bands of my boy shorts 

kelli-: the camel toe plainly showing  

kelli-: winks down at the girls  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. nice...  

kelli-: licks my lips watching eisy  

bleedingheart26: winks back 

eisyman: stares at the toes  

kelli-: smiles as I jump backward onto the bar 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: body flying one way ..  

kelli-: hips the other 

eisyman: thinks of a special pedicure  

kelli-: hair flying 

D r a z: grins watching   kelli  as she dances wildly  along the bar 

kelli-: down to the stage  

kelli-: jumps up on the pole  

kelli-: swings around  

kelli-: legs tight around it 

kelli-: leans back  

bleedingheart26: yayyy..kelli.. ! 

kelli-: swings hard 

kelli-: hands let go 

ukjake39: slips in and realises my timing is great today 

kelli-: leans back more 

D r a z:  watchesas kelli  stretches right  back  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole under me 

kelli-: legs release and fly out as I spin  

kelli-: bring my legs in  

kelli-: wrap totally around the pole 

ukjake39: finds a seat close to the front 



kelli-: body plastered to the pole 

kelli-: stretching up  

bleedingheart26: wowww...  

D r a z: smiles waating the body cling to the pole as  kelli rocks out the tune  

kelli-: humping the pole to the beat 

kelli-: head back .. hair flies 

kelli-: hands let go  

kelli-: leans back .. then upside down  

kelli-: slips my fingers under the front clasps of the bandeau 

kelli-: releases and lets it fall to the floor under the pole 

eisyman: eyes wide open  

kelli-: hands stands .. ass against the pole 

bleedingheart26: bites my lip even harder... ohh myy gawwdd..  

D r a z: smiles as kelli slips offf the bandeau 

kelli-: over to my feet  

ukjake39: fidgets in my chair as i watch kelli's moves 

kelli-: holds the pole with my hands 

kelli-: ass sways to the beat 

kelli-: left right left right 

kelli-: left  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: circles 

kelli-: hugs the pole . face you 

D r a z: smiles watching the weaving body 

kelli-: hands move down my sides 

kelli-: hook the waist band  

ukjake39: scans kelli's body as she dances 

kelli-: slowly turns as the waist band moves down 

kelli-: ass slowly moves to the beat  

kelli-: the waist band moving south 

ukjake39: ..thinks my throbbing is to the beat too 

kelli-: to the top of my thighs 

kelli-: hands up the pole 

kelli-: turns facing you 

kelli-: pole splitting me in half 

kelli-: stretching up the pole 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the slow beat 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 



bleedingheart26: goooddnesss..!  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: holding the pole 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

eisyman: that pole ain't the only thing stiff ... 

kelli-: smiles  

D r a z: stands and applauds kelli .......................superb ,,,,,,,,, sexy as hell 

kelli-: collects my bandeau and puts it back on 

D r a z:    stands by the stage with a LAB  robe  

eisyman: oh why why why  

kelli-: walks across the stage with the boy short barely still on 

ukjake39: wooot woot stands amd claps 

bleedingheart26: stands with trembling knees.. and clappsssss 

ukjake39: and* 

eisyman: applause  

kelli-: backs up to Draz pushing my arms into the arm holes of the thigh high LAB robe 

eisyman: encore ecore  

bleedingheart26: soo gooddd kelli!!! clapsss 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

D r a z:  slips the robe onto  kelli  and ties the belt ............. kisses her cheek ,,,,,hotter 

than hell 

eisyman: no..thank you kelli- 

kelli-: looks up at Draz with a huge smile 

kelli-: thanks for the music  

kelli-: kissssss 

ukjake39: thanks kelli and continues cheering wooooot wooot 

eisyman: and to think I came into mozart 

kelli-: wow.. thank you everyone 

ukjake39: thank you kelli  

bleedingheart26: thanks to you too kelli.... smiless 

 

kelli-: down off my chair and dances around Jill 

kelli-: shakes my bootay at heart 

tigerzjill: hehehe staring at kelli  

bleedingheart26: woohoooo..  giggles  

kelli-: the tight black tiny boy shorts showing off my assets  

eisyman: just watches...closely  

kelli-: hands high  

bleedingheart26: hmm.. yummy assets..  

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: it's for the badonka donk 

kelli-: giggles 

kelli-: sits back down 



bleedingheart26: tosses kelli an air guitar..  

kelli-: leans back in my seat.. one leg up.. playin air guitar 

kelli-: head boppin to the beat 

bleedingheart26: nicee... smilesss 

eisyman: good motivation in the morning  

kelli-: stands on the foot rail .. body gyrating.. hair flying 

eisyman: head boppin too  

kelli-: giggles watching eisy 

eisyman: better get outta these tights...ballet over  

kelli-: omg  

bleedingheart26: lol eisy!! 

kelli-: rolls up on the bar 

bleedingheart26: i even ripped mine hours ago..  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyy....  

kelli-: on my back  

kelli-: thrusting my hips to the music 

eisyman: boppin officially over  

kelli-: drops down flat 

kelli-: rolls my legs up .. flips up to my feet  

kelli-: breaks into a slinky dance  

kelli-: hips moving in circles 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

eisyman: getting dizzy  

bleedingheart26: hmmmmm..  sweet move..  

kelli-: slinky S moves 

kelli-: knees bent  

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: dancing to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: swaying .. looking down at eisy, heart and jill  

kelli-: feet apart 

eisyman: gets kink in neck looking straight up  

kelli-: hands move from hips up 

kelli-: thrusting 

bleedingheart26: woww.. stares at the sexy dancer... hmm 

kelli-: rolls hips 

kelli-: hands move down  

kelli-: between my thighs 

kelli-: slowly up  

kelli-: hips rock to the beat 

eisyman: well...blood circulating well this fine morning  

kelli-: sits on the edge of the bar 

kelli-: one foot on jills knee 

kelli-: the other on hearts knee 

bleedingheart26: smiles at kelli.. hmmm..  



kelli-: shoulders sway  

eisyman: oh boy, two hands are left  

kelli-: head slowly moves to the seductive beat 

kelli-: gentle smile 

bleedingheart26: heart's beating uncontrollably fast..  

kelli-: tongue licks my lips 

eisyman: past gentle  

tigerzjill: grins staring widely at kelli licking my lips  

kelli-: my feet creep up the legs 

kelli-: up to your hips 

bleedingheart26: come sit with us kiwi.. smiles.. and looks back at kelli..  

kelli-: smiles at Draz 

just_kiwi: move over  and sits 

bleedingheart26: wb sarah 

eisyman: a bit is no problem  

bleedingheart26: hmmm drunk... you got in the right time kiwi.... kelli is dancing for us..  

just_kiwi: is wow  nice 

just_kiwi: a bit is nice for now 

just_kiwi: got another bottle to go thru yet 

kelli-: watching Jill as my foot explored 

eisyman: yeah, kelli is therapeutically helping keep my morning blood circulation in check   

just_kiwi: she is good  

just_kiwi: got to keep that blood going round 

kelli-: slips off the bar onto Jills lap 

bleedingheart26: she is indeed..  very sexy..  

eisyman: yes, plenty to go around  

tigerzjill: hugs kelli tight  

tigerzjill: running my fingers along your smooth soft skin  

kelli-: hands over my head, swaying to the music in Jills lap 

tigerzjill: runs my fingers along your sides  

kelli-: smiles .. waits for the music 

tigerzjill: enjoying the smell of your hair in my nose  

kelli-: whole body sways to the beat 

eisyman: trying to position between heart and Jill's chair  

eisyman: best view  

kelli-: wraps my legs around Jill and leans back  

bleedingheart26: lol eisy.. you're blocking my view..! 

kelli-: hair flying as I put some rock in my roll 

eisyman: no no....leans head back  

kelli-: hold on tight Jill  

tigerzjill: holding onto kelli with all my strength  

kelli-: leans way back  

tigerzjill: as she leans back for me  

bleedingheart26: ohhh... geezzsuss.. you girls..! 



tigerzjill: staring at her beautiful body right in front of me  

kelli-: dancing as I move to the beat 

tigerzjill: gawdddd  

tigerzjill: my heart beats faster  

kelli-: legs tighten around you 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

eisyman: go girl  

kelli-: 12 3 4  

D r a z: smiles seeing the undulations of the sexy body   

kelli-: pulls myself up to a sitting position 

kelli-: hands high 

eisyman: think kelli- wants to speak in tongues  

kelli-: rockin with the musice 

kelli-: head back, hair flying 

kelli-: ass grinding on your lap 

kelli-: smiles at Jill as the song changes 

kelli-: legs unwrap  

kelli-: hands on the arms of your chair 

kelli-: pulls myself up  

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyyy..   

kelli-: standing on the arms of your chair 

tigerzjill: smilng and blushing looking at kelli's sexy body  

tigerzjill: runs my hands along her sexy legs  

kelli-: slow sexy lil dance  

kelli-: watches the three of you  

tigerzjill: feeling her tight body and feeling her heat rising off of it  

kelli-: the tight black boy shorts clinging tightly to my body 

D r a z: smiles watching  along the legs  

kelli-: moves one foot to hearts chair, on the arm 

bleedingheart26: smiles at kelli... admiring her graceful body.. 

kelli-: turns and plants the other foot on the other arm  

bleedingheart26: ohhh gawwdd..  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: grinds and thrusts to the hard beat 

kelli-: the bottoms of my bootay hanging just out of the boy shorts 

tigerzjill: ommmyyyyyyyyyyy  

bleedingheart26: sweet gezsusss....  

tigerzjill: staring at kelli  

tigerzjill: my hands running all over her smooth sexy legs  

tigerzjill: tossing my hair to the beat  

kelli-: leans forward .. looks at eisy from between my legs to see if he's still breathing 

eisyman: watching the hands closely  

eisyman: all is functioning well  

kelli-: shakes out my hair  



kelli-: hands on my hips as I smile and straighten up  

kelli-: swaying my ass to the beat 

D r a z: grins watching   the swaying ass 

kelli-: arch my back and lean forward 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: a new version of "hip hop" sorta 

bleedingheart26: bites my bottom lip as my trembling hand dares to touch her..  

kelli-: watching heart take a daring step.. for her  

kelli-: continues to dance  

kelli-: hands move over my head 

kelli-: swaying to the beat 

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. smiles and winks at her..  

kelli-: winks at Draz 

tigerzjill: pinching myself to see if i am dreaming  

D r a z:  winks at kelli 

kelli-: smiles 

kelli-: steps across .. one foot on each chair .. facing eisy behind and between you both 

eisyman: smiles at everyone  

kelli-: does a wild little wiggle  

bleedingheart26: dares to pinch jill's ..errr.. to let her know she isn't dreaming... giggles 

kelli-: hips bouncing 

eisyman: wiggle and a bounce...mmm  

kelli-: arms moving .. hair flying 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myy..  

kelli-: arms cross infront of me 

kelli-: rip off the tank top in one easy pull  

kelli-: toss it behind me on the bar 

eisyman: leans head over on hearts shoulderand watches intensely  

kelli-: hands move to my body  

D r a z: slips the top in the back pack 

bleedingheart26: ohh myy golly woww...  

kelli-: up and under my boobs 

tigerzjill: giggles at heart....  

tigerzjill: staring wide eyed  

kelli-: the tight thin bandeau not hiding my fun and excitement 

eisyman: yes golly  

eisyman: and they ain't buttons  

kelli-: leans forward . ..  

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

kelli-: hands move down my body 

kelli-: feet apart on each chair arm  

D r a z: watches the sexy shimmie 

kelli-: hands slip to my legs 

kelli-: then back up the insides of my thighs 



kelli-: knees bend 

bleedingheart26: ohh myyy..  

kelli-: hands slowly rise .. head moving hard.. hair flying 

kelli-: hands reach the top of my tight 

kelli-: thigh 

kelli-: fingers trace the leg bands of my boy shorts 

kelli-: the camel toe plainly showing  

kelli-: winks down at the girls  

bleedingheart26: hmmm.. nice...  

kelli-: licks my lips watching eisy  

bleedingheart26: winks back 

eisyman: stares at the toes  

kelli-: smiles as I jump backward onto the bar 

kelli-: breaks into a wild dance 

kelli-: body flying one way ..  

kelli-: hips the other 

eisyman: thinks of a special pedicure  

kelli-: hair flying 

D r a z: grins watching   kelli  as she dances wildly  along the bar 

kelli-: down to the stage  

kelli-: jumps up on the pole  

kelli-: swings around  

kelli-: legs tight around it 

kelli-: leans back  

bleedingheart26: yayyy..kelli.. ! 

kelli-: swings hard 

kelli-: hands let go 

ukjake39: slips in and realises my timing is great today 

kelli-: leans back more 

D r a z:  watchesas kelli  stretches right  back  

kelli-: arms wrap the pole under me 

kelli-: legs release and fly out as I spin  

kelli-: bring my legs in  

kelli-: wrap totally around the pole 

ukjake39: finds a seat close to the front 

kelli-: body plastered to the pole 

kelli-: stretching up  

bleedingheart26: wowww...  

D r a z: smiles waating the body cling to the pole as  kelli rocks out the tune  

kelli-: humping the pole to the beat 

kelli-: head back .. hair flies 

kelli-: hands let go  

kelli-: leans back .. then upside down  

kelli-: slips my fingers under the front clasps of the bandeau 



kelli-: releases and lets it fall to the floor under the pole 

eisyman: eyes wide open  

kelli-: hands stands .. ass against the pole 

bleedingheart26: bites my lip even harder... ohh myy gawwdd..  

D r a z: smiles as kelli slips offf the bandeau 

kelli-: over to my feet  

ukjake39: fidgets in my chair as i watch kelli's moves 

kelli-: holds the pole with my hands 

kelli-: ass sways to the beat 

kelli-: left right left right 

kelli-: left  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: left 

kelli-: right 

kelli-: circles 

kelli-: hugs the pole . face you 

D r a z: smiles watching the weaving body 

kelli-: hands move down my sides 

kelli-: hook the waist band  

ukjake39: scans kelli's body as she dances 

kelli-: slowly turns as the waist band moves down 

kelli-: ass slowly moves to the beat  

kelli-: the waist band moving south 

ukjake39: ..thinks my throbbing is to the beat too 

kelli-: to the top of my thighs 

kelli-: hands up the pole 

kelli-: turns facing you 

kelli-: pole splitting me in half 

kelli-: stretching up the pole 

kelli-: hips thrusting to the slow beat 

kelli-: eyes close 

kelli-: thrust  

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

kelli-: thrust 

bleedingheart26: goooddnesss..!  

kelli-: head back  

kelli-: holding the pole 

kelli-: thrust thrust thrust thrust 

eisyman: that pole ain't the only thing stiff ... 

kelli-: smiles  

D r a z: stands and applauds kelli .......................superb ,,,,,,,,, sexy as hell 

kelli-: collects my bandeau and puts it back on 

D r a z:    stands by the stage with a LAB  robe  



eisyman: oh why why why  

kelli-: walks across the stage with the boy short barely still on 

ukjake39: wooot woot stands amd claps 

bleedingheart26: stands with trembling knees.. and clappsssss 

ukjake39: and* 

eisyman: applause  

kelli-: backs up to Draz pushing my arms into the arm holes of the thigh high LAB robe 

eisyman: encore ecore  

bleedingheart26: soo gooddd kelli!!! clapsss 

kelli-: thank you everyone 

D r a z:  slips the robe onto  kelli  and ties the belt ............. kisses her cheek ,,,,,hotter 

than hell 

eisyman: no..thank you kelli- 

kelli-: looks up at Draz with a huge smile 

kelli-: thanks for the music  

kelli-: kissssss 

ukjake39: thanks kelli and continues cheering wooooot wooot 

eisyman: and to think I came into mozart 

kelli-: wow.. thank you everyone 

ukjake39: thank you kelli  

bleedingheart26: thanks to you too kelli.... smiless 

 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar .. sways to the beat 

kelli-: my hips swaying left and right to the Santana like song  

bleedingheart26: mmmm.. nice...  

kelli-: tiny lil skin tight boy shorts not hiding much 

damien1982: hottt 

kelli-: turns my back  

kelli-: rolls my hips and half exposed ass 

bleedingheart26: don't turn your back on me..... 

bleedingheart26: chuckles 

kelli-: flexing my butt muscles to the keyboard solol 

kelli-: solo 

kelli-: hand move high over my head 

kelli-: knees slightly bent 

kelli-: back arched 

kelli-: rolls hips 

kelli-: half tank moving up my torso 

D r a z: smiles watching  kelli  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,. so flexible  

kelli-: straightens up 

kelli-: turns slowly  

kelli-: hands on hips 

kelli-: thrusting left left right right 



kelli-: dances a little cha cha like step down the bar 

ukjake39: slides my seat a little closer... 

kelli-: continues the same beat 

kelli-: to the real Santana 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar  

bleedingheart26: smiles as I watch intently 

bleedingheart26: tuneee draz.. 

kelli-: rotating my hips 

kelli-: hands move slowly up my body  

bleedingheart26: his Maria .. maria... is great too 

kelli-: over my head .. leaning back  

ukjake39: adjusts myself transfixed by  Kelli's routine 

kelli-: hips thrusting hard to the solo 

D r a z: looks up at the writhing  kelli  ...  super smooth 

kelli-: leans way back  

kelli-: rocks over into and quick hand stand .. and back onto my feet on the bar 

ukjake39: wooo super flexible 

kelli-: hands out .. body shimmies 

ukjake39: nice moves 

kelli-: holds my imaginary partner as we cha cha around the bar 

kelli-: spins and rocks back and forth  

bleedingheart26: smiles.. so graceful... 

ukjake39: quickly changes nic to "imaginary partner" 

kelli-: hands and arms and body smoothly move  

bleedingheart26: lol jake.. 

kelli-: folds into a tight S move  

kelli-: slows as the song ends 

kelli-: steps into the new music 

kelli-: sweeps around the bar  

ukjake39: nods my head as i watch kelli's hot moves 

kelli-: almost a run .. quick steps to the music 

D r a z: dancing on into  the night  ,,,,,,,,,,,, watches kelli    

kelli-: somersault back to my feet then a tumble and spin 

bleedingheart26: wowww....  

kelli-: end up swinging around the pole 

kelli-: leaning back .. sssppiinnnggg 

kelli-: arms out .. swinging hard .. legs wrapped 

kelli-: to and upside down position 

kelli-: an 

ukjake39: moves slightly for a better view 

kelli-: arms at the elbows wrap the pole .. legs release  

kelli-: spin wide and hard  

kelli-: legs form around the pole 

kelli-: hug the pole and stop 



kelli-: shimmies high up the pole 

kelli-: legs wrap tight 

ukjake39: sits hypnotised by kelli's dance 

bleedingheart26: gezzzusssssss 

kelli-: body stretched against the pole 

ukjake39: ..wishing i was the pole 

kelli-: hips lightly thrusting to the beat 

bleedingheart26: same hre jake... same here.. smiless 

kelli-: peeks around the pole as my hips thrust harder  

ukjake39: compares notes with heart 

D r a z: smiles watching the  rythmic thrusts  

kelli-: hands release the pole ...  

ukjake39: smiles and winks at heart    

kelli-: lean back slightly  

kelli-: arms cross 

bleedingheart26: check... check.. checkk... yesssss.. we almost have the same thing in 

mind jake... grins* 

kelli-: strips off the half tank in one quick move 

bleedingheart26: winks back 

ukjake39: hmmm now it does seem that way smiles 

bleedingheart26: ohhh myyy.... 

kelli-: waves the tank around and toss it in the air 

bleedingheart26: raises my hands quickly....  

kelli-: the tight thin bandeau hiding my small but perky boobs  

kelli-: leans back and over  

bleedingheart26: sighss..as it landed perfectly on Draz's hands.. giggles 

ukjake39: mmmm now they are perky 

kelli-: body dancing hard upside down .. ass pushing on the pole 

kelli-: smiles .. body picks up the rhythm of the new song 

D r a z: puts the top in the back pack  

bleedingheart26: bites my bottom lip... 

kelli-: twists my body .. arms wrapping the pole .. swings around with my legs out  

kelli-: legs close around the pole 

ukjake39: turns my head upside down a little as kelli spins 

kelli-: stretching out .. arms high above me on the pole 

kelli-: humping the pole to the beat as I slowly turn around the pole 

kelli-: the boy shorts sooooo tight and stretched 

bleedingheart26: ohh gawwddd...what a yummy sight... 

kelli-: slips down to the floor 

ukjake39: looks kelli up and down trying to take it all in 

kelli-: lays out on my back  

kelli-: slowly rising into an upside down U  

kelli-: feet climb the pole .. into a hand stand 



bleedingheart26: hello lover 

D r a z: eyes slide  a long the  thighs 

kelli-: roll over my hands onto my feet  

kelli-: move slowly to the rhythm  

kelli-: crawls up the bar  

kelli-: lays out infront of everyone  

ukjake39: looks along the lenth of kellis shining body 

kelli-: onto my tummie and watches you watch me 

kelli-: smiles  

ukjake39: oh im watching alright 

kelli-: push up the my knees  

ukjake39: very closely 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: plays air guitar 

kelli-: knees apart ..  

kelli-: head rocking side to side 

ukjake39: admires the rock chick view 

kelli-: leans forward .. plays air guitar harder 

kelli-: hair flipping and flying 

kelli-: jumps up to my feet 

kelli-: head moving hard .. hair flying 

kelli-: hands on hips.. feet apart 

kelli-: head leans back .. flips my hair back  

ukjake39: taps my foot as i get into the beat with kelli 

kelli-: hips thrusting side to side 

kelli-: turns slowly .. back to you 

ukjake39: kelli is helping me alright 

kelli-: glances back over my shoulder 

kelli-: gyrates my ass as I lean forward 

bleedingheart26: winks at jake... she does as always...  

bleedingheart26: good to hear that woof 

ukjake39: winks back at heart    

kelli-: rolls hips to the heavy beat 

kelli-: hands move up my body  

bleedingheart26: loljake.. that's not a wink at all... chuckles 

bleedingheart26: ohhh my.. kellii...  

ukjake39: its my bestest wink as it happens 

bleedingheart26: smiles.. ok jake...  

kelli-: dancing .. turning  

kelli-: falling to my knees 

kelli-: slowly rolling the bandeau into a thin patch across my chest  

ukjake39: oh my that is very sexy 

kelli-: the round bottoms of my boobs bouncing as I move to the beat 



bleedingheart26: hello kins 

kelli-: hands move down my torso 

kelli-: hips roll to the new bluesy beat 

kelli-: rolls the waist band of the skin tight boy shorts  

kelli-: hips roll and thrust left left right right 

kelli-: left  

kelli-: left  

kelli-: right  

kelli-: right 

kelli-: hands on my tummie 

bleedingheart26: hmmmm.. nice.. 

kelli-: upper boy swaying back and forth 

kelli-: hands move down  

ukjake39: eyes scan kelli's body not knowing where to focus  

kelli-: tracing the leg bands 

kelli-: down between my legs and slowly back up the camel toe  

ukjake39: oh my what a move 

kelli-: hips thrusting forward and back  

kelli-: hand continue up my body 

kelli-: slowly move over my head  

kelli-: leaning back  

kelli-: thrusting 

kelli-: leaning back more 

D r a z: smiles watching kelli as the music  slows 

kelli-: head on the bar behind me 

kelli-: hip thrusting straight up and down 

kelli-: collapse 

D r a z: woo hoo ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,. stands and applaud  kelli ..........great dancing  

ukjake39: woooot wooot 

kelli-: thank you guys and girl  

ukjake39: claps loudly in appreciation 

kelli-: smiles ....  

bleedingheart26: bites my thumb and twirls my tongue around it as I watch the 

seductive dancer finale.... wowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww 

bleedingheart26: stands.... clappppppppppssss 

kelli-: backs up to Draz  

D r a z:  Bravo   Kelli ............  

bleedingheart26: you're ohh soooo gooddddd.. kelli..!!!! 

ukjake39: cheers loudly for kelli 

D r a z: smiles and slips a robe on kelli 

D r a z:  and ties the belt 

bigbadwoof2008:   kelli 

kelli-: grins from ear to ear as my arms move into the arms of the thigh length LAB robe 



kelli-: looks back up over my shoulder.. thanx Draz .. kisssssssssssssss 

kelli-: I've been practicing on the pole, hope you liked it everyone 

D r a z: kiiiissssssss  kelli  

D r a z:   looked great kelli 

ukjake39: amazing kelli..practice sure pays off 

 

kelli-: should we welcome the newbees, Draz? 

kelli-: jumps up on the bar to welcome the new guys 

kelli-: spins flairing my lil wrap skirt  

memphis44: This room is very welcoming... 

kelli-: hands move up my body 

D r a z:  smiles watching kelli as she get up to dance ............ its gonna be hellova show  

kelli-: hips sway to the music 

kelli-: watching the guys watch me 

kelli-: leans back playing air guitar 

kelli-: head rocking out the beat 

kelli-: hair flying 

stranger99bos: (I hope kelli doesn't notice the drool) 

D r a z:  cmon ,,,,,,,turn it up ..............lets rock this joint 

kelli-: spins  

kelli-: skirt flairs out 

D r a z: david .............mediumfont ...not blue .....last warning 

kelli-: fix that fuckin font before I dot you 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: rockin to the beat 

polar-david: apologies 

kelli-: dancing hard  

D r a z: looks up  watching the tiny dancer     

polar-david: watching beautful woman dance 

kelli-: slows  

Al_dente_: watches kelli dancing 

polar-david: truely a photgenic woman , one of the prittest iv seen on paltalk suberb 

profile pics kelli 

kelli-: stomps my heel to the beat 

D r a z:   welcome to the house of sin ,....let  the dreams begin 

kelli-: slowly turns my back  

kelli-: glacing over my shoulder 

Al_dente_: lol  nice line draz 

kelli-: winks to the boys 

D r a z:  just a sexual  thing  

kelli-: leans forward  

kelli-: hips swaying 



kelli-: stomps out the beat 

stranger99bos: winks at kelli  

kelli-: spins hard making the skirt flair high 

kelli-: hips rock one way .. shoulders the other 

kelli-: back and forth 

memphis44: kelli is very talented 

kelli-: the mid thigh high wrap skirt moving back and forth with me 

stranger99bos: buys the room a round of drinks 

kelli-: the tight lil half tank clinging to my upper body 

D r a z: smiles watching the sexual dancer  

kelli-: this girl is a professional  

Al_dente_: eyes follow kelli's sexy legs.... 

kelli-: LOL 

D r a z: shes a naughty little girkl ,.,,,,,,,,,,, we like it that way  

kelli-: shaking my bootay to the beat 

polar-david: watches for breast bounce 

kelli-: slowly turns toward you  

polar-david: if in rythem i`ll be inpressed 

kelli-: hands move slowly up my bare midrift  

kelli-: arms cross 

polar-david: i think my nipple just got erect 

D r a z:  smiles watching the tight little butt 

Al_dente_: ,can almost feel the skin in my mind... 

kelli-: pulls off the half tank and waves it around 

stranger99bos: rasies my hand throw to me 

kelli-: shakes my ass at stranger 

polar-david: open mouth tpo catch and intercept 

D r a z: shake that thang  

kelli-: tosses the top down the bar 

stranger99bos: watches kelli shake her sexy ass  

stranger99bos: cripes she has me all shook up 

kelli-: the thin tight strapless bandeau not hiding much 

Al_dente_: that thin bandeau.. not hiding much! 

memphis44: Amazing choreography Kelli 

kelli-: leans forward  

D r a z:  smiles as we watch keli do her own thing 

kelli-: shimmies my shoulders 

stranger99bos: Kello, geesh I am all distracted 

kelli-: spins .. flairing the skirt 

Al_dente_: glimses the tight thong.. 

kelli-: shaking my hips and butt to the beat 

kelli-: winks at Al and smiles 

kelli-: moves to the edge of the bar infront of Al 



kelli-: motions him closer as my hips sway 

Al_dente_: gazes up at the view... 

Al_dente_: moves closer.... 

kelli-: points to the only button on my wrap skirt 

stranger99bos:  

kelli-: left left right right .. hips swaying 

Al_dente_: reaches up fumbling with the button 

kelli-: holds still 

Al_dente_: feels it snap open... 

kelli-: spins leaving the skirt in Als hand 

stranger99bos: claps claps claps 

memphis44: applause applause 

kelli-: bandeau and tiny black thong covering.. a little 

D r a z:  watches  kelli   as she slips out the dress ............. take it off  ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.take me 

down  

kelli-: strutts down the bar 

Al_dente_: stands motionless skirt in hand.. watching kelli spin away 

kelli-: exagerates the walk  

D r a z:  watches those hips strut  

kelli-: hips trusting hard as I strutt 

kelli-: turns my back to the boys 

kelli-: leans forward 

kelli-: flexing my ass muscles to the beat 

kelli-: legs slightly apart 

stranger99bos: fans myself 

memphis44: mmmmmm 

kelli-: hands move up my body as I straighten up 

Al_dente_: hmmmm nice ass... 

kelli-: the vertical thong band disappearing 

stranger99bos: claps claps claps 

kelli-: glancing over my shoulder 

D r a z:  and now for the finale of this teaser  ,,,,,,,,,black velvet 

kelli-: fingers work under the waist band 

kelli-: hips sway  

kelli-: fingers roll the waist band  

kelli-: hips roll  

Al_dente_: the thong has been dissapearing for a while! 

D r a z: smiles as eyes focus on the tops of kellis thighs    

kelli-: slowly turn toward you 

kelli-: hips thrust hard as I prance to the edge of the bar 

kelli-: lots of bare tummie .. on hand open on it 

kelli-: drops to my knees 

kelli-: upper body waving back and forth to the beat 



D r a z: watches the shimmying dancer.......... as the music shakes through her  

kelli-: hands move slowly up my skin 

kelli-: leans back 

kelli-: air guitar 

kelli-: hips thrust 

Al_dente_: hmmmmm watches the hands 

kelli-: the rhythm in my body 

kelli-: leans back  

kelli-: leans more 

kelli-: hips thrusting 

kelli-: leans farther 

kelli-: head touching bar 

stranger99bos: clap clap clap clap 

kelli-: hips thrusting straight up 

D r a z: smiles as themusic winds down  ....... watching that undulating body 

Al_dente_: wow.. what a view! 

memphis44: I'm mesmerized 

kelli-: collapse on the bar 

kelli-: rolls to my side 

kelli-: smiles 

D r a z:  sttands by kelli with  a LAB robe open  . 

stranger99bos: smiles 

kelli-: was it worth staying for? 

stranger99bos: yes it was kelli  

kelli-: pushes up to my feet and backs into the mid thigh length LAB robe  

D r a z: smiles wrapping kelli  in the robe ............and   tieing the belt  

kelli-: leans back .. thanks for the great music 

kelli-: that was fun 

kelli-: robe swirls back and forth as I dance across the bar  

kelli-: climbs down to my seat 

kelli-: hi heart 

memphis44: I had fun  

kelli-: smiles...  

kelli-: see you guys and gal tomorrow 

Al_dente_: bye Kelli 

kelli-: you have just begun memphis 

 

 

 


